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Introdution
Chapter 1
Moleular phylogenies and
Bioinformatis
1.1 Sequenes
Sequenes are entral to moleular biology. They represent the ordered hain
of elements that form a maromoleule and that, in the end, onfer them their
spei funtions and properties. Suh elements are typially nuleotides (basi
omponents of nulei aids) or amino aids (in peptides). Although proteins and
genes are known sine the eighteenth and nineteenth enturies, respetively, the
birth of moleular biology as a eld is not formally set until the 1950s, oiniding
with the eluidation of the DNA struture (Watson and Crik, 1953), the rst
onrmation of the Central Dogma (Meselson and Stahl, 1958) and the disovery
of the geneti ode (a work started by Severo Ohoa and ulminated by Marshall
Warren Nirenberg, Robert W. Holley and Hargobind Khorana).
From then on, moleular biologists have learned to haraterize, isolate and
manipulate maromoleules in order to understand the ell's behavior. More
reently, the history of moleular biology has been inuened by another key
nding. In 1975, Frederik Sanger and ollaborators presented a novel method
to sequene DNA (Sanger and Coulson, 1975), whih revolutionized, not only
the eld of moleular biology, but also many other areas in biology. Sanger's
tehnique, named the hain terminator method (Sanger et al., 1977), provided
a relatively rapid method to determine the exat sequene of nuleotides from a
DNA moleule. In fat, only two years later from the publiation of the method,
Sanger published the rst sequene from a omplete genome, that from the Phage
(Fi)-X174 (Sanger et al., 1977). Sine then, the number of known sequenes have
been inreasing ontinuously, providing a new extensive and valuable soure of
biologial information. The importane of DNA sequening tehniques an be
symbolized by the fat that Frederik Sanger was laureated in 1980, with his
seond Nobel Prie.
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1.2 Moleular phylogenies
Phylogenetis was, undoubtedly, one of the elds that more diretly reeived the
inuene of the DNA sequening revolution. For years, the study of the evolu-
tionary relatedness among speies was only possible by the areful omparison
of those morphologial haraters that were onsidered as homologous among
organisms. With the inreasing availability of DNA and protein sequenes phy-
logeneti surveys were allowed to move from phenotypes to genotypes, and use
eah sequene position as a omparable harater. However, the use of suh po-
tential required the development of new phylogeneti methods and the use of
omputers. While morphologial analyses did not usually exeed some tens of
haraters, sequene analyses required the omparison of hundreds or thousands
of residues (one by eah nuleotide or amino aid that ompose a sequene). This
made moleular phylogenetis to beome highly dependent on omputational ap-
proahes, thus ontributing to the early development of the bioinformatis eld.
Indeed, one of the rst omputational analyses performed on biologial sequenes
was a phylogeneti analysis (Zukerkandl and Pauling, 1965).
Sine those days, and over all the seond seond half of the twentieth en-
tury, phylogenetis and omputational biology have stayed losely related. Many
bioinformatis methods have been developed and ne tuned to perform reliable
phylogeneti analysis on moleular sequenes. Examples of these are the algo-
rithms to build sequenes alignment (Needleman and Wunsh, 1970; Smith and
Waterman, 1981); the programs to perform phylogeneti reonstrution on se-
quenes , or the denition of matries to model the evolution of amino aids
(Jones et al., 1992; Heniko and Heniko, 1992; Müller and Vingron, 2000; Whe-
lan and Goldman, 2001).
Nowadays, moleular phylogenies are reognized as a very valuable soure
of information, not only for taxonomists but also for genetiists and moleular
biologists. For instane, the use of mitohondrial sequenes has been ruial for
deiphering many speies relationships , o-evolution studies have been applied
to the predition of protein interations (Pazos and Valenia, 2001; Ramani and
Marotte, 2003), and phylogeneti trees have been used for prediting the funtion
of yet unharaterized genes (Eisen, 1998; Gabaldón and Huynen, 2004)
1.2 Sequene homology
A phylogeneti analysis only makes sense in the ontext of sequenes that are evo-
lutionarily related. Suh evolutionary relatedness is formally expressed through
the onept of homology, a term oined by Owen muh earlier than the advent of
the moleular biology (Owen, 1848). As Owen originally dened in his anatomi
studies, homology represents the ondition of sharing a ommon anestor. Hene,
if we extend the term to modern biology, two sequenes are onsidered homolo-
gous if they originated from the same anestral sequene.
Establishing the orret homology relationship is extremely important in phy-
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logenetis, sine all the subsequent analyses and interpretations will rely on this
rst assumption. But, how an we identify homology? Sine it represents an
abstrat onept that annot be measured experimentally (we would need to
know anestral sequenes), the only way to infer homology is through indiret
evidene. The most widely used indiator of homology is sequene similarity.
Stritly speaking, similarity an perfetly be the result of independent evolution-
ary onvergene. The eet ausing suh onvergene is known as homoplasy, and
the resulting similarity is named analogy rather than homology. Fortunately for
bioinformatiians, though, analogy ases seem to be more frequent among mor-
phologial haraters than at genotypi levels. Although it is true that ertain
levels of sequene analogy an be found between short regions (suh as protein do-
mains), it is onsidered a very improbable proess at the geni level (Fith, 2000).
For this reason, high (signiant) levels of sequene similarity are usually taken
as reliable evidene of homology. Of ourse, this proedure does not imply a syn-
onymous relationship between homology and similarity. This fat is sometimes
disregarded, and it is not rare to nd referenes to homology when they atually
refer to similarity: e.g 15% homology, or high homology. The misunderstand-
ing resides in the fat that, while similarity is a onept that an be measured
and experimentally tested, homology does only represents a onjeture about an
absolute ondition. Subsequent statistial analyses on the sequenes phylogeny
(suh as bootstrap or posterior probability) may provide stronger support for the
homology assumption.
1.2.1 Orthology and Paralogy
Homology relationships between sequenes an be further sub-divided into or-
thology and paralogy relationships, whih were preisely dened by Walter Fith
in 1970 (Fith, 1970).
Two (or more) sequenes are onsidered orthologous if they diverged from the
same anestral sequene through a speiation event (Figure 1.1). In other words,
they are the result of a ommon sequene evolving separately after the dier-
entiation of the anestral organism into two new speies. In ontrast, paralogs
are homologous sequenes that originated from a dupliation event (Figure 1.1).
Beause a dupliation an only our within a single genome, paralogs neessarily
started to diverge within the same organism. Nevertheless, they may, later on,
be inhered by the new lineages originated by the subsequent speiation events.
An important issue derived from the evolutionary denition of orthology and
paralogy is that relationships are not limited to a ouple of sequenes. Atually,
several genes an be onsidered, at the same time, as o-orthologs or o-paralogs
to another set of genes. This idea is usually referred in the literature as one-to-
one, one-to-many and many-to-many relationships.
Given that paralogs, but not orthologs, may produe states of geneti redun-
dany within a genome, it is assumed that they are more likely to diverge toward
new funtions. In ontrast, orthologs are expeted to onserve equivalent fun-
tions aross speies (Fith, 1970). Although this an only be taken as a general
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Figure 1.1: Shemati representation the orthology and paralogy relationships among a
group of homologous sequenes.
trend, it has deep impliations for the transfer of funtional information aross
organisms. For instane, the establishment of equivalenes among genes from
dierent genomes (orthologies) is a pre-requisite for omparing genomis data,
something that, in turn, allows the detetion of evolutionarily onserved fun-
tional assoiations (Gabaldón and Huynen, 2004). On the other hand, paralogs
may provide valuable insights on the way in whih genomes evolve and new genes
aquire novel roles (see Chapter 2).
1.2.2 Methods to identify orthologs and paralogs
Sine orthology and paralogy are terms diretly derived from the evolutionary
study of sequenes, a phylogeneti analysis is, a priori, the best approah for its
identiation. However the (automati) interpretation of phylogenies presents
both methodologial and oneptual obstales in pratie.
One of the most ommon proedures to predit orthology is the tree reonil-
iation approah (Page and Charleston, 1997), whih is based on the omparison
of a gene's tree with a known speies phylogeny. In brief, tree reoniliation
is performed by means of a parsimony algorithm that infers a new tree (reon-
iled tree) in whih, onsidering the senario with the minimum number of gene
losses, makes the gene's tree topology fully ompatible with the speies tree.
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Figure 1.2: Example of a gene tree ontaining dierent orthology and paralogy levels.
Figure was taken from the web site of Ensembl (Birney et al., 2006)at http://ensembl.org.
This methodology entails at least three major drawbaks: First, the reonilia-
tion algorithm relies on a ompletely resolved speies tree, whih is not always
available (or ertain). Seondly, even when the speies phylogeny is well known,
the expeted relationships an be liitly violated by eet of the Lateral Gene
Transfer proess (LGT), whih is quite frequent on proaryotes. Given that LGT
an our at any level of the speies phylogeny, strit reoniliation algorithms
tend to interpret this proess as a big set of gene losses, resulting inwrongly pre-
ditedorthology relationships. In addition, omplex patterns of gene gains and
losses may also lead to similar results. Lastly, and similarly to the LGT prob-
lem, small artifats on the gene phylogenies, very ommon in large phylogenies,
usually lead to drasti hanges on the reoniled tree. Reent developments have
been implemented to allow the tree reoniliation algorithm to deal with some
level of unertainty in both the gene-tree and the speies-tree. Among theses
methods, we nd soft-parsimony (Berglund-Sonnhammer et al., 2006), model-
based approahes (Arvestad et al., 2003), and others using branh lengths and
bootstraps to support tree partitions (Dufayard et al., 2005). However, even with
suh improvements, the main drawbaks of tree reoniliation an not be totally
avoided. For this reason, and beause of the time ost assoiated to the appli-
ation of phylogeneti methods, most genomi studies to date have preferred the
use of alternative approahes suh as the similarity based approahes.
Best Reiproal (or bidiretional) Hits (BRH) (Huynen and Bork, 1998)is
a popular methodology based on the assumption that a sequene from a given
genome is more similar to its ortholog within another speies genome than to any
other sequene from suh speies. The reiproity resides in the fat that if S1 and
S2 are orthologs from two dierent genomes (G1 and G2), then S2 is expeted
to be the most similar sequene of S1 in genome G2 and S1 the most similar
sequene of S2 in genome G1 . Computationally, this an be easily tested by the
statistial assessment of all ross similarities between two genome sequenes.
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Problems assoiated to the BRH method are mostly derived from the viola-
tion of the assumption of similarity, whih generally lead to a lak of auray
(false negatives) or a deit of overage (sine the method is limited to the dete-
tion of one-to-one relationships). The eet of LGT is, again, a main soure of
wrong orthology preditions. Many strategies have been developed to meet suh
deienies. For instane, the method known as Cluster of Orthologues Groups
of proteins (COG) (Tatusov et al., 1997), InParanoid (O'Brien et al., 2005)and
OrthoMCL (Li et al., 2003) have extended the idea of symmetri best hits to more
than two genomes and to more than one-to-one orthologs. Nevertheless, although
these methods perform reasonably well in most ases, they have been shown to
present many drawbaks that may lead to annotation errors or misinterpretation
of data (Koonin, 2005; Eisen, 1998). In this thesis, an alternative phylogenomi
strategy is explored to extend and improve the detetion of evolutionary events
from the phylogeneti tree interpretation (See 5.4)
1.3 Brief introdution to the phylogeneti pipeline
Independently from the sale of study, any phylogeneti analysis omprises sev-
eral steps that range from the searh for (putative) homologous sequenes, the
reonstrution of a multiple sequene alignment, and the inferene of a phyloge-
neti tree. Next, a brief desription of these basi phylogeneti steps is given.
1.3.1 Searhing for sequenes
As disussed in the previous setion, sequene similarity is urrently the more
extended method to disover groups of (potentially) evolutionary related genes
or proteins. This is, indeed, the rst neessary step for any phylogeneti analysis.
Although similarity an be regarded in many ways, most of the urrent approahes
base their searhes on the so alled Loal Alignment Algorithms. In brief, these
algorithms attempt to nd the regions between two sequenes that maximize the
number of idential, or hemially similar, residues. Regions similarity is then
statistially assessed to obtain a ondene based on the size of the database use
to perform the searh. Suh a value expresses the probability of nding by hane
an alignment of the same level of sequene similarity using the same database.
FASTA (Pearson and Lipman, 1988) and BLAST (Altshul et al., 1990) are, by
far, the most extended programs that implement this methodology.
1.3.2 Multiple Sequene Alignments
Multiple sequene alignments (MSA) are groups of sequenes organized in the
form of text matries in whih every sequene's residue is plaed over its ho-
mologs in the remaining sequenes. Currently, many programs and algorithms
do exist that reonstrut MSA of hundreds or thousands of sequenes(Edgar,
2004; Notredame et al., 2000; Eddy, 1995). The quality of the alignments pro-
dued by suh algorithms is generally good, however it is not rare to that dierent
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programs render dierent alignments for the same sequene set. Reently, this
has generated an important debate on how small variations in MSAs an lead to
dierent topologies in the phylogeny (Wong et al., 2008; Rokas, 2008). Besides
the mutations aeting spei nuleotides, dierenes among sequenes are very
often aused by insertions and deletions of sequene strethes (indels). MSAs
deal with indels through the insertion of gaps between ertain residues. In
pratie, a gap within a sequene is interpreted as that a given position is miss-
ing in suh sequene, but present in any other. How gaps are plaed in a MSA
represents the main soure of dierenes among algorithms. Although the impor-
tane of indels is widely reognized, MSAs ontaining large regions of gaps are
usually not very well modeled by the phylogeneti inferene. In fat, programs
usually treat gaps in an arbitrary way or just as non-informative positions. Con-
sequently, an extended proedure is to inlude a leaning step previous to the
phylogeneti tree inferene. Thus, portions of the alignment with a high ontent
of gaps are removed, keeping only the best aligned parts. Several tools (Talavera
and Castresana, 2007) have been developed to perform this task in an automati
way.
1.3.3 Phylogeneti tree inferene
There are many dierent ways to infer a phylogeneti tree, and the range of pos-
sibilities overs from simple distane methods to omplex Bayesian or Maximum
Likelihood (ML) approahes. For years, the hoie among dierent methods has
been based on feasibility reasons. Thus, more aurate approahes suh as ML
and Bayesian methods have been ommonly prevented. In more reent times,
thanks to the availability of faster omputer and the development of smarter al-
gorithms, omputationally demanding methods begin to be feasible and slowly
tend to beome standard in phylogeneti analyses.
There are three major approahes for phylogeneti estimation, namely dis-
tane methods, parsimony and statistial approahes (inluding Maximum Like-
lihood and Bayesian inferene).
1.3.3.1 Parsimony methods
Maximum Parsimony (MP) is a lassi method to infer phylogenies in whih the
preferred tree is the one that implies the minimal number of harater hanges
along its branhes. Charaters an be any attribute that varies among the dif-
ferent elements inluded in the analysis. Suh attributes an be morphologi-
al, physiologial or even behavioral, but in the era of moleular phylogenetis,
haraters usually orrespond to the nuleotides or amino aids that ompose
a biologial sequene. In an exhaustive MP phylogeneti approah, all possible
tree topologies are evaluated in terms of the number of harater hanges that
are needed to explain the data, and the one with least hanges is hosen as the
preferred phylogeny. Computing all possible harater hange senarios over a
large number of sequenes is omputationally expensive and, sine the number
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of trees to evaluate grows, exponentially, with the number of sequenes inluded,
MP approahes over very large data sets are not usually feasible. In addition,
besides its high omputational demands, MP suers from other important draw-
baks suh as the diulty of dealing with multiple substitutions or homoplasy.
For all these reasons the use of MP is not ommon in large sale analyses.
1.3.3.2 Distane methods
Distane methods, in ontrast, are among the most popular tree onstrution
methods. They are, by far, the fastest approah to build phylogenies and provide
reasonable auraies in terms of topology. Therefore they have long been the
method of hoie to reonstrut phylogenies of large groups of taxa or to ondut
bootstrap alulations. The main disadvantage of distane methods, however,
is the possibility of getting stuk in poor loal minima. To reonstrut a phy-
logeny using a distane-based method, evolutionary distanes between all pairs
of sequenes involved are omputed and used to to approximate the evolutionary
distane by alulating the perentage of non-idential sites between eah possible
pair of sequenes. This approah is fast but it usually under-estimates distanes
between distantly-related sequenes, due to the fat that multiple substitutions
might have ourred at the same site. Therefore, distanes are usually estimated
from amino aid substitution matries and then orreted to aount for multiple
substitutions. One a distane matrix is obtained, several approahes an be
followed to atually reonstrut the phylogeneti tree. Clustering methods suh
as UPGMA (Unweighted pair group method using arithmeti averages) or Min-
imum evolution , were the rst to be designed. But the Neighbor joining (NJ)
algorithm, is nowadays the most extensively used. This algorithm onstruts the
tree by lustering neighboring sequenes in a stepwise manner. At eah step,
multiple topologies are examined and the one with minimal branh lengths is
hosen. For large data sets it is only able to examine a small proportion of the
total number of possible topologies. NJ is known to be statistially onsistent;
therefore if orret pair-wise distanes are used, it reonstruts the true tree.
Usually however, distane estimation is prone to statistial errors, ompromising
the auray of the resulting tree.
1.3.3.3 Statistial methods
The last major group, whih omprises statistial methods, evaluates the appro-
priateness of the dierent trees by using a spei statistial framework. In brief,
given an evolutionary model, they alulate the likelihood (or probability) that
a given tree would have produed the observed sequene alignment. The evo-
lutionary model is a set of probabilities for residue substitutions, dierenes in
rates of evolution and any other parameter that an be used to desribe how a
given set of sequenes may have evolved. The main dierene between Maximum
Likelihood (ML) and Bayesian Inferene (BI) methods is their spei statistial
framework. While ML omputes the likelihood that a given tree would have pro-
dued the alignment, in BI the posterior probabilities of the trees, onditional to
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that alignment, are onsidered by using Bayes theorem. Sine both approahes
are NP-hard problems, performing exhaustive searhes on the topology spae
is not possible for moderate sizes of data and dierent heuristis are applied.
Most ML implementations use hill-limbing algorithms to searh the tree spae.
Changes in the topology are introdued at eah step to subsequently evaluate the
likelihood of the tree. The algorithm stops when a maximum likelihood tree is
found. Signiant progress in ML omputation has been ahieved with the re-
lease of fast and aurate programs suh as PhyML Guindon and Gasuel (2003)
and RAxML (Stamatakis et al., 2005). At the side of Bayesian analysis, the
program MrBayes is perhaps the most popular. It implements a Markov Chain
Monte Carlo method for taking samples from the probability distribution of the
phylogeneti tree spae.
Chapter 2
Phylogenomis and Genome
Evolution
2.1 Phylogenomis
Sine the release of the rst omplete genomi sequene (Sanger et al., 1977), and
speially over the past deade, the number of sequenes deposited in databases
has grown exponentially. This has been largely favored by the development of
new high throughput tehniques suh as the 'shotgun' sequening method (Mess-
ing et al., 1981). In fat, from the rst non viral sequened genome, that from
Haemophilus inuenzae (Adams and Fleishmann, 1995), and headed by the hu-
man genome projet started in 1990 (Consortium, 2001), the number of fully
sequened genomes has almost doubled every year . Aording to the Genomes
On-Line Database (GOLD) (Liolios et al., 2006), 833 omplete genomes are ur-
rently published, and 2924 sequening projets are in progress.
Consequently, a transition toward a genomi perspetive is taking plae in
many areas of biology. Phylogenomis, the eld where this thesis is framed, is
the name given to the area of bioinformatis that fouses on the phylogeneti
study at a genomi sale. Initially, phylogenomi surveys were applied to the
predition of gene funtion (Eisen, 1998; Eisen et al., 1997), but its use has been
indeed extended to many areas.
2.2 Phylomes: saling up the phylogeneti pipeline
A number of genome wide experimental and omputational analyses have been
performed to date that apture dierent aspets of the biology of the human
ell. These analyses inlude, among many others, those of the so-alled tran-
sriptome (Suzuki and Sugano, 2006), proteome (Humphery-Smith, 2004), inter-
atome (Gandhi et al., 2006) and metabolome (Nielsen and Oliver, 2005). The
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availability of suh large data sets have added new dimensions to the study of
organisms; not only are they useful in eluidating the funtion of otherwise un-
haraterized proteins, but they also provide information on the system-level
properties of the ell (Benner, 2003). The reonstrution of the evolutionary his-
tories of all genes enoded in a genome is known as the speies' phylome, and
onstitutes another soure of genome-wide information.
The term phylome was rst used in 2001, when Siheritz-Pontén and An-
dersson reonstruted more than 8000 phylogeneti trees from seven mirobial
genomes using phylogeneti distane methods (Siheritz-Pontén and Andersson,
2001). More reently, other studies have applied the same approah to the dete-
tion of o-evolution patterns (Gabaldón and Huynen, 2005). However, reahing
a genome-wide sale on the phylogeneti analysis of omplex eukaryotes still
presents many omputational and methodologial hallenges, at least if high
quality results are aimed. , As a onsequene, most urrent phylogenomi stud-
ies require nding a ompromise between the sophistiation of the phylogeneti
pipeline, and the time needed to omplete it. Besides obvious parameters suh
as the number and size of the sequenes inluded in the analysis, other fators
do aet the performane of the global analysis. The most important is prob-
ably the hoie of the phylogeneti approah used to infer the trees. Although
statistial methods (Bayesian or Maximum Likelihood) provide the best results,
they beome highly expensive in terms of memory and CPU time when they are
applied at genomi sales. In fat, they an only be saled up through the parallel
omputation of all the required analyses. Furthermore, it should be taken into
aount that any extra parameter, suh as the evolutionary model and variation
of rates among sites, implies doubling the number of required tests and, hene,
the time of the analysis.
One of the goals of this thesis is to ontribute in overoming suh hallenges
and nding novel approahes to eiently reonstrut omplete phylomes. As a
referene, the reonstrution of the human phylome presented in hapter 5 took
more than 715 million hours (23 years) of single CPU time (Xeon 2,4Ghz), whih
orrespond to 60 days on 140 parallel omputers.
2.3 Genome Evolution
Genomes enode the information that makes speies and individuals dierent to
eah other. Studying the evolution of genomes provides us not only with a general
view on the speies relationships, but also with insights on how organisms gain
new features or adapt to preise environments. Among other approahes, genome
evolution an be addressed by ombining the evolutionary information present
in all the genes they enode. In this respet, the use of phylomes is partiularly
suitable.
In the seond part of this thesis (Results), topis suh as the phylogeneti
variability among genes, the inidene of the gene dupliation proess, or the gene
expression evolutionary dynamis after the dupliation of a gene , are addressed
at a genomi sale through the analysis of phylomes.
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2.4 Phylogeneti variability at genomi level
Phylogenies, by denition, are expeted to resolve the evolutionary relationships
among a group of organisms. However, the data used to rereate suh relation-
ships may ome from many soures, and, therefore lead into dierent results.
Generally, the auray of the preditions inreases with the number of homol-
ogous haraters onsidered, given that a global onsensus is expeted among
the majority of suh haraters. For this reason, moleular sequenes, ontain-
ing abundant and primary information about organisms, have been adopted as
the best soure to infer taxonomi relationships. Partiularly, ertain parts of
the ell's DNA, suh as the mitohondrial genome or the ribosomal genes, have
reeived a speial attention. Perhaps one of the best examples of this is that of
the 16S ribosomal RNA sequene, whih has been extensively used for taxonomi
studies due to its ubiquitousness and high degree of evolutionary onservation.
Nevertheless, even geneti data may produe ambiguous results. For instane, it
has been shown that moleular phylogenies derived from the analysis of dier-
ent gene families may lead to inompatible evolutionary onlusions about the
organisms they belong to.
Even using the most powerful statistial framework to date, artifats an not
be totally avoided in a phylogeneti pipeline. As a onsequene, a mandatory
question in the genomi era is whether genome-wide phylogeneti analyses may
help to redue inongruene. Although one might think that artifats and ambi-
guity would get diluted at a genome sale, an inreasing number of analyses sug-
gests that this is not the ase. This topi, addressed in two reent reviews(Rokas
and Carroll, 2006; Jeroy et al., 2006), plays a entral role in hapter 5 of this
thesis, whose results are also reviewed and framed in the ontext of aross-gene
topologial diversity in (Castresana, 2007).
2.5 Gene dupliation: a key proess on the evolu-
tion of genomes
Gene dupliation plays a entral role in the evolution of genomes, and, onse-
quently, in the evolution of speies. As originally proposed by Ohno(Ohno, 1970),
this proess is one of the most important soures for the aquisition of novel gene
funtions, and its study provides insights on the way in whih genomes diverge.
The dupliation of a gene implies that its original funtion beomes initially
redundant. In priniple, if no diret benet exist from two opies oding for the
same funtion, evolutionary fores are expeted to suppress suh redundany by
the pseudogenization and eventual elimination of one of the dupliates. However,
before pseudogenization takes plae, mutations and random drift on one of the
dupliated genes may lead to the aquisition of new funtional features or to the
sub-division of the anestral one between the dupliates. If this ours, both
opies beome indispensable and, therefore, their retention is favored. Dierent
hypotheses exist to explain suh proess, most of them being not mutually ex-
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luding. For instane, neo-funtionalization models imply the aquisition by one
of the dupliates of a novel funtion, whih was not present in the ommon anes-
tor. In ontrast, sub-funtionalization models (Lynh and Fore, 2000) assume
that eah dupliate will retain only part of the funtionality of the anestor. In
any ase, the result of both proesses would be the same: there will be a seletive
pressure to retain both dupliated opies.
2.6 Dupliates and the evolution of gene expres-
sion
Not only mutations aeting oding regions are responsible for funtional hanges.
Those aeting the regulatory elements of the gene onstitute an additional and
very important soure of funtional variation. Gene regulation involves the on-
trol of when, where and how a gene is expressed. This is the reason why gene
expression has been proposed to play a determinant role on the development and
dierentiation of speies sine the early times (King and Wilson, 1975). More-
over, genomi surveys have shown that hanges in gene expression may ause
phenotipi variations . In this respet, the evolutionary view of gene expression
may provide insights on the global understanding of gene regulation. For this,
variation of gene expression proles an be studied in the ontext of gene duplia-
tion by applying the same rules used for the neo- and sub-funtionalization mod-
els. If regulation of gene expression is subjeted to the same fores that aet the
oding sequenes, as proposed by earlier studies , sub- and neo-funtionalization
models (Fore et al., 1999) would predit that dupliated genes will tend to derive
towards omplementary or new expression patterns that prevent them from being
deleted. A suitable senario for suh type of analysis is that of spatial or tem-
poral variation in the expression pattern of dupliates, given that in suh ases
a hange in gene role is espeially evident. Chapter 7 of this thesis presents a
genomi study in whih results and methods from hapter 5and 6 are ombined to
analyze several evolutionary aspets of the variation of human and mouse tissue
expression patterns.
Chapter 3
Thesis overview
Throughout the following four hapters of this thesis, a set of phylogenomi
surveys are presented that overs from the reonstrution of the human phylome
to its analysis from dierent perspetives.
Chapter 5 desribes the reonstrution of a high quality version of the human
phylome, inluding 39 eukaryoti organisms from the plants and fungi to humans.
More than 20,000 phylogeneti trees are inferred for eah of the 5 evolutionary
models tested. Best tting model trees are used to assess several unertain branh
points in the eukaryoti tree of life, to disard ases of lateral gene transfer, and
to derive a extensive atalog of orthologous genes.
In Chapter 6, gene dupliation proess is quantitatively addressed aross nine
important periods along the evolution of the 39 eukaryoti organisms used in
hapter 1. To this end, a novel method that estimates the age of dupliations
events based on the topologial sanning of phylogeneti trees is evaluated by
omparing preditions with synteny based results. Subsequently, the method is
applied to the set of dupliations derived from the human phylome to obtain the
dupliation frequeny for eah period. Results reveal a dupliation rate prole
that is ompatible with the proposed existene of at least one round of Whole
Genome Dupliation proposed preeding the origin of vertebrates. In addition,
dupliates from dierent periods are funtionally haraterized and ompared.
Chapter 7 extends the study of the gene dupliation proess by exploring
the evolution of spatial gene expression patters between human and mouse du-
pliates. The proess is addressed from the perspetive of the sub and neo-
funtionaliiation models, regarding spatial variations on the the gene expression
patterns as a funtional hange. An espeial attention is given to the temporal
frame in whih dupliation, and neo or sub-funtionalization our. Results yield
no orrelation between dupliates funtional speialization and the time of the
dupliation event.
Finally, in Chapter 8, two new phylogenomi resoures are presented: a
database of omplete phylomes, phylomeDB; and a set of programming libraries
(ETE). Both resoures are intimately assoiated and provide a framework to
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perform large-sale phylogeny-based analyses and to exploit large olletions of
preomputed data.
Chapter 4
Objetives
z Overome the tehnial hallenges assoiated to the reonstrution of high
quality and omplete phylomes through the ompilation of a rst version
of the human phylome.
z Explore the possibilities of the analysis of omplete phylomes to redue the
unertainty on some speies relationships.
z Develop methods for the automati interpretation of large olletion of phy-
logenies, and explore its possibilities for the automati predition of orthol-
ogy and paralogy relationships.
z Provide insights on the global understanding of the gene expression evolu-
tion between dupliated genes
z Provide a publi phylogenomi resoure that allow the researh ommunity
to exploit the use of phylomes.
Part II
Results
Chapter 5
The Human Phylome
The omplete set of gene phylogenies assoiated to an organism is known as the
organism's phylome Siheritz-Pontén and Andersson (2001). Phylomes provide us
with the evolutionary history of all the genes enoded in a genome, and therefore,
with the relationships among their homologs in other speies.
It is known that the quality of a phylogeneti analysis is highly dependent
on the method used to identify (potentially) homologous sequenes, align them,
and infer their a relationships tree. However, given that the most aurate ap-
proahes are very time-onsuming, the use of sophistiated pipelines at genomi
sale has been traditionally prevented by a large omputational ost. For this
reason, urrent eorts have foused on a limited set of model speies and less
aurate methodologies. Most remarkably projets are the Ensembl database
Birney et al. (2006), now inluding phylogeny based orthology preditions; the
TreeFam Li et al. (2006) and HOVERGEN Duret et al. (1994) databases, pro-
viding automatially derived and urated phylogenies of animal gene families;
and the Adaptive Evolution Database (TAED) Roth et al. (2005), fousing on
phylogeneti detetion of adaptive events in gene families. Although all of them
provide a valuable soure of evolutionary information, the still miss several impor-
tant features whih should be present in a high-quality phylogeneti analysis: e.g.
alignment leaning steps, evolutionary model testing, statistial branh support
or gene-based perspetive.
In the present hapter, we address the reonstrution of the human phylome
by applying the most aurate phylogeneti methods urrently available, aiming
to ompile the rst high-quality atalog of all human gene evolutionary histories.
In ontrast to previous attempts, we use a gene-based approah that aims at
maximizing both the overage over the human genome and the taxon-sampling
among fully sequened eukaryoti genomes. As a result, building the human
phylome presented here took two months on a total of 140 64-bit proessors,
whih is roughly equivalent to 23 years in a single proessor. To our knowledge,
this represents the most sophistiated phylome reonstrution pipeline and the
largest omputing time investment for a single phylome reported to date.
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5.1 Phylome sope and phylogeneti pipeline
The human phylome presented here is derived from the proteins enoded by 39
publily available eukaryoti genomes (Table 5.1). This set is partiularly rih
in metazoan speies (19 speies, 50%), inluding 14 hordates, 3 arthropods and
2 nematodes. The seond largest group is that of fungi, omprising 11 speies
and thus making a total of 30 opisthokons. The remaining group inludes eight
speies from diverse phyla, among whih are one amoebozoan (Dityostellum dis-
oideum), two plants (Arabiopsis thaliana and Chlamydomonas reinhardti), two
apiomplexans (Plasmodium faliparum and Plasmodium briggsae), and three
exavates (the diplomonad Guillardia theta and the kinetoplastids Leishmania
major and Parameium tetraurelia). This distribution of speies makes our set
espeially suitable for addressing the evolution of protein families among the
opisthokonts. It overs, therefore, a period that is rih in important evolution-
ary innovations, from the origin of apoptoti pathways Blakstone and Green
(1999)to the emergene of omplex ommuniation patterns Fisher and Marus
(2006).
To derive a phylome from the above-mentioned proteome database we applied
a phylogeneti pipeline to eah human protein. This fully automated pipeline (de-
sribed in more detail in the Materials and methods setion. Chapter 10) emulates
the manual workow used by phylogenetiists: from sequene, through align-
ment, to phylogeneti reonstrution. It starts with a sequene searh against
the proteome database to retrieve groups of signiantly similar proteins that
are then aligned. Multiple sequene alignments are automatially trimmed to
remove gap-rih regions and used for phylogeneti inferene. Suh a phylogeneti
reonstrution ombines NJ, ML and Bayesian methods. Firstly, a NJ tree is
onstruted with BioNJ Gasuel (1997), and seondly, this NJ tree is used as a
seed in a ML analysis using PhyML Guindon and Gasuel (2003). In the ML
analysis, up to ve dierent evolutionary models were tested for eah tree us-
ing a disrete gamma-distribution model with four rate ategories plus invariant
positions. Both the gamma shape parameter and the fration of invariant posi-
tions were estimated from the data. Finally, the ML tree rendered by the best
tting model, as determined by the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) Akaike
(1973), was further rened with a Bayesian approah as implemented in MrBayes
Ronquist and Huelsenbek (2003). After the Bayesian analysis, a onsensus tree
was produed by using the 'halfompat' option of MrBayes, whih produes a
topology in whih all partitions are ompatible with at least 50% of the trees
produed by the Monte Carlo Markov Chain analysis. Genome-wide applia-
tion of the pipeline resulted in 21,588 nal alignments and 129,510 trees overing
dierent phylogeneti models and approahes.
5.2 Evolutionary model seletion
Both ML and Bayesian analyses are model-based approahes that an provide di-
vergent results when dierent evolutionary models are assumed. Several authors
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Code Speies name soure Proteins inluded trees
Hsa Homo sapiens Ensembl 21,726 (99.1%) 21,588 (100.0%)
Ptr Pan troglodytes Ensembl 17,113 (79.3%) 19,577 (90.7%)
Mmu Maaa mulatta Ensembl 19,285 (89.2%) 19,765 (91.6%)
Mms Mus musulus Ensembl 19,934 (78.9%) 18,825 (87.2%)
Rno Rattus norvegius Ensembl 18,675 (85.7%) 18,585 (86.1%)
Cfa Canis familiaris Ensembl 16,657 (91.8%) 18,834 (87.2%)
Bta Bos taurus Ensembl 18,457 (79.9%) 18,736 (86.8%)
Mdo Monodelphis domestia Ensembl 17,004 (80.7%) 18,013 (83.4%)
Gga Gallus gallus Ensembl 12,325 (66.5%) 15,758 (73.0%)
Xtr Xenopus tropialis Ensembl 14,721 (60.6%) 15,787 (73.1%)
Tni Tetraodon nigroviridis Ensembl 14,896 (53.4%) 14,585 (67.6%)
Fru Fugu rubripes Ensembl 15,834 (72.3%) 15,155 (70.2%)
Dre Danio rerio Ensembl 16,042 (74.9%) 14,808 (68.6%)
Cin Ciona intestinalis Ensembl 5,588 (50.9%) 9,421 (43.6%)
Aga Anopheles gambiae Ensembl 6,131 (43.0%) 9,310 (43.1%)
Dme Drosophila melanogaster Ensembl 6,812 (49.6%) 9,771 (45.3%)
Ame Apis mellifera Ensembl 4,484 (33.4%) 8,616 (39.9%)
Cel Caenorhabditis elegans Ensembl 5,826 (29.8%) 8,190 (37.9%)
Cbr Caenorhabditis briggsae Integr8 5,171 (39.2%) 7,899 (36.6%)
Ago Ashbya gossypii Integr8 2,020 (42.8%) 3,603 (16.7%)
Cal Candida albians Other 2,733 (33.8%) 3,899 (18.1%)
Cgl Candida glabrata Integr8 2,129 (41.1%) 3,627 (16.8%)
Cne Cryptoous neoformans Integr8 2,532 (38.5%) 4,102 (19.0%)
Dha Debaromyes hansenii Integr8 2,302 (36.5%) 3,885 (18.0%)
Eu Enephalitozoon uniuli Integr8 626 (32.8%) 1,203 (5.6%)
Gze Giberella zeae Integr8 3,076 (26.4%) 4,412 (20.4%)
Kla Kluyveromyes latis Integr8 2,077 (39.1%) 3,715 (17.2%)
Nr Neurospora rassa Other 2,521 (23.7%) 4,221 (19.6%)
Se Saharomyes erevisiae Ensembl 2,317 (35.1%) 3,769 (17.5%)
Spb Shizosaharomyes pombe Integr8 2,421 (48.8%) 4,102 (19.0%)
Yli Yarrowia lipolytia Integr8 2,487 (38.1%) 4,152 (19.2%)
Ddi Dityostelium disoideum Integr8 3,843 (29.4%) 5,165 (23.9%)
Ath Arabidopsis thaliana Integr8 9,450 (26.6%) 5,390 (25.0%)
Cre Chlamydomonas reinhardtii Other 2,303 (11.7%) 3,504 (16.2%)
Gth Gillardia theta Integr8 161 (35.7%) 458 (2.1%)
Pfa Plasmodium faliparum Integr8 1,330 (25.3%) 2,507 (11.6%)
Pyo Plasmodium yoelii Integr8 1,188 (15.3%) 2,272 (10.5%)
Lma Leishmania major Integr8 2,082 (26.0%) 3,130 (14.5%)
Pte Parameium tetraurelia Integr8 140 (30.2%) 345 (1.6%)
Table 5.1: For eah speies: the 'Proteins inluded' olumn indiates the number of
proteins present in trees of the human phylome and the perentage they represent; and the
'Trees' olumn indiates the number of trees in the phylome with proteins from that speies
(and the perentage from the phylome it represents). 'Soure' indiates the database from
whih the protein data for that speies were retrieved
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Figure 5.1: Shemati representation of the phylogeneti pipeline used to reonstrut
the human phylome. Eah protein sequene enoded in the human genome is ompared
against a database of proteins from 39 fully sequened eukaryoti genomes to selet puta-
tive homologous proteins. Groups of homologous sequenes are aligned and subsequently
trimmed to remove gap-rih regions. The rened alignment is used to build a NJ tree,
whih is then used as a seed tree to perform a ML likelihood analysis as implemented
in PhyML, using four dierent evolutionary models (ve in the ase of mitohondrial
enoded proteins). The ML tree with the maximum likelihood is further rened with
a Bayesian analysis using MrBayes. Finally, dierent algorithms are used to searh for
spei topologies in the phylome or to dene orthology and paralogy relationships.
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have shown that the use of an appropriate model is ruial for the reonstrution
of orret phylogenies and that the origin of the sequenes involved (that is, the
range of organisms involved) is not always a good preditor of the most appro-
priate model Keane et al. (2006); Bruno and Halpern (1999). Applying a wrong
evolutionary model to a given data set might even lead to the reonstrution of
wrong phylogenies with a high support Bukley and Cunningham (2002).
To avoid suh pitfalls, we tested using the ML approah several models that
are omplementary in their sope, namely: JTTJones et al. (1992), a general
model for globular, nulear-enoded proteins; BLOSUM62 Heniko and Heniko
(1992), inferred from protein bloks of 62% sequene identity; WAG, derived
from a database of globular proteins with a broad range of evolutionary distanes
Whelan and Goldman (2001); and VT, based on amino aid replaement rates
suited for distantly related sequenes Müller and Vingron (2000). Additionally,
phylogenies of the proteins enoded in the mitohondrial genome were also reon-
struted using mtREV, a model that has been speially designed for this kind
of data Adahi and Hasegawa (1996). In all ases, a disrete gamma-distribution
model with four rate ategories plus invariant positions was used. The gamma
parameter and the fration of invariant positions were estimated from the data.
Among the models tested, JTT was hosen as the best tting model in a
majority of the trees (14,683, 68.0%), followed by WAG (6,388, 29.6%), Blo-
sum62 (461, 2.1%) and VT (26, 0.1%). MtREV was hosen as the best model
in ten out of the thirteen mitohondrial-enoded human proteins. Surprisingly,
the phylogenies of subunit 6 of NADH dehydrogenase and subunits 1 and 2 of
ytohrome oxidase were best tted by JTT, Blosum62 and WAG models, re-
spetively. To assess whether a tree produed by the NJ approah has suient
preditive value for the model seletion step, we ompared the model hosen by
the full ML approah (that is, reonstruting a ML phylogeny for every model)
to the model seleted when the likelihood of the seed NJ tree was assessed under
dierent models, allowing for branh-length optimization. In 86.7% of the ases
the model hosen by both methods was the same.
This onrms and extends earlier results Keane et al. (2006) and, more im-
portantly, suggests that the pipeline ould be simplied by basing the model
seletion on the tree produed by BioNJ.
5.3 Topologial diversity within the human phy-
lome
Reent advanes in resolving the tree of eukaryotes are onverging into a model
that omprises a few large super-groups Keeling et al. (2005). Despite the general
agreement on the lassiation of these major groups, several relationships, both
among and within the dierent groups, remain ontroversial. In reent years, a
number of large-sale approahes have been developed that ombine the infor-
mation obtained from several genes to resolve evolutionary relationships. Among
these, the onstrution of super-trees and trees based on onatenated alignments
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are among the most widely used Delsu et al. (2005). These trees are useful in
that they onstitute a straightforward way of visualizing the ombined phyloge-
neti signal of genes that are widespread in the speies onsidered. However, it
has been laimed that these trees are representative of only a small fration of the
genes enoded in a given genome, and that gene-sampling eets might lead to
biased results supporting a spei speies phylogeny Jeroy et al. (2006); Dagan
and Martin (2006).
A phylome represents a broader, yet more omplex to interpret, reonstru-
tion of the evolution of an organism, sine it omprises the phylogenies of all
its genes. Most notably, the availability of a phylome opens the possibility for
studying the relationships among speies in a dierent way: that of quantify-
ing the fration of individual phylogenies whose topologies are onsistent with a
given hypothesis. Here we explored this methodology by speially ontrasting
a number of evolutionary relationships that are ontroversial to some extent. We
hose three dierent senarios for whih there is some level of ontroversy in the
literature and that involve three dierent depths of the eukaryoti tree (Figure 5).
Namely, the relative positions of nematodes, hordates and arthropods, the rela-
tionships among rodents, primates and laurasatherians, and, lastly, the grouping
of opisthokonts with amoebozoans. To san for phylogenies ompatible with the
dierent hypotheses, we adapted a previously desribed algorithm Gabaldón and
Huynen (2003).
5.3.1 Edysozoa versus oelomata hypotheses
Perhaps one of the most debated issues regarding the tree of eukaryotes is the
relative position of arthropods, nematodes and hordates. Traditionally, ompar-
ative anatomy plaed arthropods and hordates in the oelomata lade, whih
ontained animals with a true body avity, while pseudooelomates suh as ne-
matodes oupied a more basal position. However, phylogeneti analyses of 18S
and 28S rRNAs supported an alternative view that grouped nematodes and
arthropods, dubbed edysozoa, to the exlusion of hordates Aguinaldo et al.
(1997). Sine then, numerous multi-gene phylogeneti studies that support ei-
ther of the hypotheses have been published (see, among others, Philippe et al.
(2004); Dopazo and Dopazo (2005)).
Our results (Figure 5.2b) show a preponderane of genes whose phylogeny is
onsistent with the Coelomata hypothesis. Of the 7,080 phylogenies in the hu-
man phylome with representatives from the three groups, 3,151 (44.5%) support
the Coelomata hypothesis, plaing nematodes at a basal position, ompared to
2,620 (37%) and 1,309 (18.5%) that group nematodes with arthropods (Edyso-
zoa hypothesis) or with hordates, respetively. The relative fration of trees
supporting eah topology is similar if we onsider only the 5,230 trees with the
highest topology support (posterior probabilities higher than 0.9 in the nodes
grouping the onsidered taxa (Figure 5.2b).
Sine the algorithm treats eah gene individually, a ertain level of redun-
dany exists beause protein families with many members in the human genome
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Figure 5.2: The alternative phylogeneti relationships among the taxa involved in the
three evolutionary hypotheses onsidered. (a) Plaental mammals: primates, laurasathe-
ria and rodents. (b) Edysozoa versus Coelomata hypothesis: relationships among arthro-
pods, hordates and nematodes. And () the Unikont hypothesis: relationship among
opisthokonts, amoebozoans and other eukaryoti groups. The numbers indiate the num-
ber of trees supporting eah topology. For eah alternative topology numbers on the top
row refer to the total number of trees with a given topology, and what perentage of the
total it represents; numbers in the middle row refer to those trees for whih the posterior
probabilities of the two partitions shown in the gure are 0.9 or higher. Numbers in the
bottom row refer to the number and perentage of gene families supporting eah topology.
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ontribute more trees to the phylome. These would aet the topologial analysis
if there are great dierenes in the distribution of family sizes supporting eah
topology. To orret for this redundany we grouped the individual gene-trees
into families if their seed sequenes appeared together in a tree. Then eah family
was onsidered to support a single topology. If more than a single topology was
supported, the one supported by a majority of members was hosen. As shown
in Figure 5.2 (bottom row), the perentage of families supporting eah topology
is similar to the results obtained when genes are treated individually.
The nding that all three possible topologies, inluding the one widely on-
sidered as wrong in the literature, are supported by a signiant number of trees,
illustrates the inherent diulty of resolving the speies phylogeny from gene
phylogenies. We have found similar topologial diversity in the three senarios
onsidered (see below) and also, to smaller degrees, in apparently undisputed
evolutionary relationships (results not shown).
Similar results showing variability in the relative positions of arthropods, ne-
matodes and hordates have also been found in topologial analyses of the phylo-
genies of 507 eukaryoti orthologous groups Wolf et al. (2004) and of 100 protein
families Blair and Hedges (2005). These devianes from the speies phylogeny
might be the result of dierent proesses, inluding onvergent evolution or vary-
ing evolutionary rates. In the ase of the Edysozoa and Coelomata hypotheses,
the aelerated rate of evolution in the nematode sequenes has been proposed
as the main ause preventing the aeptane of the Edysozoa hypothesis. For
instane, some studies have shown that when fast evolving genes are removed
from the data set, the edysozoa group is aepted with high ondene Philippe
et al. (2004); Dopazo and Dopazo (2005). Therefore, the relative abundane of
the dierent topologies should be onsidered with aution, sine dierenes in
evolutionary rates, if they are widespread, ould result in a majority of the gene
trees supporting a wrong speies phylogeny.
5.3.2 Relationships among plaental mammals
The phylogeneti relationship among plaental mammals has attrated great in-
terest in reent years Murphy et al. (2004). A still open question is the relative
grouping and branhing order of the groups rodentia, primates, lagomorpha, arty-
odatyla and arnivora. Four of these groups are represented in the present phy-
lome, namely primates (human, himpanzee and maaque), artyodatyla (ow),
arnivora (dog) and rodents (rat and mouse). While the monophily of artyo-
datyla and arnivores, both belonging to laurasatheria, is largely undisputed,
the ruial question is whether rodents have a basal position relative to the other
groups or whether they join primates on a ommon node. analyses of onate-
nated alignments from nulear genes are onsistent with the rodents being a basal
group and primates being monophyleti with laurasatheria Kullberg et al. (2006);
Misawa and Janke (2003). However, phylogenies based on mitohondrial genes
as well as the ommon presene of several mutational events and the insertion of
MLTA0 elements support the lustering of primates and rodents to the exlusion
of laurasatheria Murphy et al. (2004); Thomas et al. (2003).
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In our analyses the results seem to favor the basal position of rodents, al-
though the dierene with the alternative hypothesis of a lade grouping rodents
and primates is not great (Figure 5.2a). From the 14,883 trees in the human
phylome with representatives for the three groups (Figure 5.2a), 6,589 (44.3%)
show a topology in whih rodents are basal, ompared to 4,859 (32.6%) and 3,435
(23.1%) trees in whih rodents are monophyleti with primates and laurasathe-
ria, respetively. As in the ase of arthropods, nematodes and hordates, all
possible topologies are fairly represented. Here too, dierenes in the relative
evolutionary rates, and the possible long-branh attration eet, might have an
eet on the high proportion of trees showing rodents at a basal position, sine
rodent sequenes have been shown to have the highest rates of substitutions when
ompared with primates and artiodatyls Ohta (1995); Zhang (2000).
5.3.3 Unikont hypothesis
Among the most diult problems in the evolution of eukaryotes is resolving
the relative branhing order of the major eukaryoti groups. The evolutionary
distanes and the level of sequene divergene involved results in a star-like tree
with the major eukaryoti groups branhing out in a poorly dened order. Never-
theless, phylogeneti analyses have been used to luster some of the groups. One
suh ase is the union of amoebozoans and opisthokonts, dubbed the unikonts
Cavalier-Smith (2002). Evidene supporting this group omes from phylogenies
based on onatenated alignments of up to 149 genes Philippe et al. (2004) as well
as from morphologial data. However, this grouping is still not widely aepted
among systematiists. In the present analysis a single amoebozoan genome, that
of Dityostellum disoideum, has been inluded, together with representatives
from three other major groups, inluding exavates (L. major, P. tetraurelia, G.
thetha), plants (A. thaliana, C. reinardthii) and hromoalveolates (P. faliparum,
P. yoelii).
We sanned the phylome for trees supporting the grouping of opisthokonts
with eah of the other major groups, provided that at least four of the ve ma-
jor groups were represented in the tree (Figure 5.2). Of the 165 trees in the
human phylome inluding at least four of the ve major groups, 64 (39.5%) sup-
ported the Unikont hypothesis. The alternative hypotheses of opisthokots being
monophyleti with either plants, hromoalveolates or exavates are supported by
58 (35.8%), 31 (19.1%) and 9 (5.6%) trees, respetively. However, dierenes
between the Unikont and the alternative hypotheses are greater when only the
68 trees with high (>0.9) posterior probability in the partition supporting the
monophyly are onsidered. In this ase the Unikont hypothesis is onsistent, with
42 (61.7%) trees ompared to 13, 11 and 2 trees supporting the alternative hy-
potheses of opisthokonts grouping with plants, hromoalveolates and exavates,
respetively.
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5.4 Phylogeny based orthology detetion.
Although an inreasing number of genome-wide experimental data sets is be-
oming available for human, most experimental analyses are performed in model
speies suh as mouse, fruit y, yeast and the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans.
Additionally, for historial or pratial reasons, alternative model speies are
used to investigate spei systems or pathways. Suh is the ase with the use of
Neurospora rassa, Yarrowia lipolytia and Bos taurus models in the harater-
ization of the multiprotein enzyme NADH:Ubiquinone oxidoredutase (Complex
I), in whih an intriate evolution and the use of dierent naming shemes in the
various speies ompliate the transfer of knowledge among investigators studying
the dierent model speies Gabaldón et al. (2005). Comparative genomis an be
used for transferring funtional information aross speies, a proess that requires
the establishment of evolutionary relationships among genes enoded in the dif-
ferent genomes. Suh relationships are best established by means of deteting
orthology, rather than just homology. Orthologs are a speial ase of homolo-
gous genes that diverged from a ommon anestor through speiation events, in
ontrast to paralogs, whih originate from dupliation events Fith (1970).
The large amount of phylogeneti information present in a speies phylome
an be exploited to establish the orthology relationships of all its genes. The fat
that phylogeny-based algorithms perform the analysis over whole phylogenti
trees allows to extend predition to all the speies inluded in the phylome (some
of them, as in the presented human phylome, not model-speies). In addition,
phylogeny based methods might augment the resolution of urrent preditions by
taken into aount multi-gene relationships. The most extended proedure to ex-
trat the evolutionary events present in a phylogeny is tree reoniliation, whih
onsists on the omparison of the gene tree with a xed speies tree. However,
onsidering the high degree of topologial diversity observed in the human phy-
lome, we reasoned that any algorithm based on reoniliation would inevitably
infer a false dupliation events in the trees showing topologies that depart from
the anonial speies tree. Therefore, we deided to explore an alternative, fully
automated approah that does not require a fully resolved speies phylogeny and
a reoniliation phase. Our method (desribed in 11.1) uses the level of speies
overlap between two onneted branhes to deide whether their parental node
represents a dupliation or speiation event, and hene it allows for a greater
level of ongruene. We applied the algorithm over the best tting model gene
phylogeny, identifying a total of 33,787 orthology relationships (data an be down-
loaded from http://phylomedb.bioinfo.ipf.es/).
In order to evaluate the quality of our phylome-based preditions, we per-
formed a omparison against several alternative methods by using a reent ref-
erene data set omprising 67 human-mouse and 45 human-worm orthologous
pairs from ve multi-gene families Hulsen et al. (2006). Considering the size of
the families and the intriate evolutionary histories involved, this referene set
should be onsidered a highly stringent test. For eah of the methods ompared
we omputed the sensitivity, whih is a measure of the overage over the referene
set, and the positive preditive value, whih is the proportion of orret orthology
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Figure 5.3: Benhmarking omparison of dierent orthology inferene algorithms. The
referene set used in the benhmark of Hulsen et al. Hulsen et al. (2006) is taken as a gold
standard to ompute the number of true positives (TP), false positives (FP) and false neg-
atives (FN) yielded by eah method. For eah method the sensitivity (S = TP/(TP+FN))
and the positive preditive value (P = TP/(TP + FP)) are omputed. Methods desribed
in Hulsen et al. (2006) are indiated as BBH (Best reiproal hits), MCL (OrthoMCL),
ZIH (Z-sore 1-hundred.), INP (Inparanoid), PGT (phylogeny-based algorithm used in
van Noort et al. (2003)), KOG (Clusters of eukaryoti orthologous groups). 'Phylome'
represents the results of our pipeline and algorithm, and Ensbl the orthology relationships
predited by Ensembl database
preditions, that is, the number of true positives over the sum of true positives
and false negatives. The results of the benhmark showed narrow dierenes in
terms of sensitivity (Figure 5.3). All methods are able to predit only about
half (40% to 66%) of the orthologous pairs in the referene set. Our method
sores seond best, with 61.6% sensitivity ompared to 66.1% for the lusters
of eukaryoti orthologous genes (KOG) method; Ensembl reahes a overage of
55.57%. As we noted before, this low overage reets the inherent diulty of
the referene set, in whih manual orthology assignments have taken into aount
domain organization analysis and other soures of information. Most remarkable
are the big dierenes enountered in the positive preditive values. These range
from 2.8% (KOG) to 86.61% (our algorithm) and 95.24% (Ensembl). Altogether,
the results show that phylogeny-based orthology detetion methods an provide
substantial improvement in terms of positive preditive value when sophistiated
phylogeneti pipelines are implemented.
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5.5 Absene of horizontal transfers of eukaryoti
genes in the human lineage
The extent and sope of horizontal gene transfer (HGT) events among organisms
has been the subjet of intense debate Kurland et al. (2003). The emerging view
is that HGT onstitutes an important proess of evolution in prokaryotes and
that it is more restrited, if not virtually absent, in eukaryotes. However, as
more eukaryoti genomes are being sequened, the number of putative ases of
gene transfers in eukaryotes is growing. Reported ases inlude aquisition of
prokaryoti genes Andersson et al. (2003); Riard et al. (2006); Goldsmith et al.
(2005) and transfers of mitohondrial genes between plants Bergthorsson et al.
(2003) and between animals Alvarez et al. (2006). Horizontal gene transfer in
the human genome has been addressed in the past. For instane, after the initial
sequening of the human genome the laim was made that up to 223 baterial
genes, likely aquired by HGT, ould be found in the human genome Consortium
(2001). This laim, however, was later rejeted on the basis of phylogeneti
analysis Salzberg et al. (2001). The existene of horizontally transferred genes
from other eukaryotes in the human genome has never been reported despite the
fat that integrative viral sequenes an migrate between vertebrate speies and
that these viruses an sometimes arry genes within their sequenes, making the
hypothesis theoretially plausible Bromham (2002).
The speies represented in our phylome inlude organisms that are tightly
linked to human, either beause they are pathogens (plasmodium and several
fungi), or used as a soure of food (ow, yeast). A reent transfer from any of these
speies to the human genome ould, in priniple, be deteted as a human protein
being plaed in a 'wrong' phylogeneti ontext. However, aution must be taken
when interpreting phylogenies, sine suh topologies an also be explained by
alternative proesses suh as multiple gene-loss or lak of phylogeneti resolution.
To nd suh putative ases we sanned the human phylome to detet trees
in whih the phylogeneti position of the human seed protein ould suggest a
possible HGT event. For this purpose we applied a series of inreasingly stringent
lters. These lters (Table 5.2) onsisted in identifying trees in whih: the human
seed protein has non-primate proteins as nearest phylogeneti neighbors; suh
topology annot be explained simply by the loss of the orthologous sequenes
in the other primates or multiple losses in mammalian groups; the partition
suggesting the HGT is supported by a high posterior probability (>0.9) in the
Bayesian analysis; and that partition is also supported by ML analysis. This
methodology bears some similarity to that proposed by Hallet et al. (2004) Hallet
et al. (2004) in that it speially denes possible senarios for HGT.
A total of 99 trees (0.47%) passed the rst two lters, thus having a topol-
ogy that ould be explained by an HGT event. However, only 8 of these trees
had a posterior probability supporting the HGT partition of 0.9 or higher in
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Filter Filter desription Number of ases
1 Non primate protein as nearest neighbor
2 Topology annot be explained by gene loss 99
3 Partition is supported by a posterior probability >0.9 8
4 Partition is supported by both ML and Bayesian analysis 0
Table 5.2: Filters used to detet potential ases of HGT and the number of trees meeting
suh lters.
the Bayesian analysis, and none of these was supported by the ML analyses, in-
diating that the partitions suggesting the horizontal transfer are not strongly
supported. We interpret these results as a lak of evidene supporting the exis-
tene of human genes originating from reent horizontal transfers from the lin-
eages onsidered and argue that the observed HGT-like topologies are rather the
result of phylogeneti artifats. This interpretation is onsistent with the gener-
ally adopted view that horizontal gene transfers among multi-ellular eukaryotes
is virtually absent due to the existing natural barriers that prevent transferred
genes from reahing the germ-line Kurland (2005).
Chapter 6
Dating dupliates
Gene dupliation is one of the most important mehanisms by whih genomes
aquire novel funtions Ohno (1970). Not only have reent genomis surveys
provided evidene for the abundane of dupliated genes in all organisms Vogel
and Chothia (2006), but also it has been observed that gene dupliation is often
assoiated with proesses of neo- and sub-funtionalization Roth et al. (2007).
Thus, during the ourse of evolution, gene families an inrease their size and
funtional sope through gene dupliation events Tatusov et al. (1997). However,
while ertain periods in the evolution of genomes have shown to be learly asso-
iated to dupliations involving the entire genome (whole genome dupliations),
others show dierent degrees of independent gene dupliations. The time assoi-
ated to a gene dupliation event is usually estimated by means of the synonymous
substitution rate (dS) among the resulting paralogs. We argue, however, that dS
an only be used as reliable age estimation for relatively short periods of time,
beyond whih the signal gets saturated.
In the present hapter, we explore the inidene of the gene dupliation pro-
ess aross dierent periods in the evolution of the human genome by using an
alternative dating method based on the analysis of gene phylogenies. Moreover,
we attempt to haraterize the main funtional roles in whih dupliates assoi-
ated to eah period are involved.
6.1 dS as an estimator of divergene time
The degree of sequene divergene between two related protein-oding genes an
be expressed as the amount of substitutions ourred at the level of their DNA
sequenes. These substitutions an be subdivided into non-synonymous or syn-
onymous depending on whether the nuleotide hange results in a dierent amino
aid in the resulting protein. Sine synonymous substitutions are onsidered free
of seletive pressures, at least at the protein level, these are very often assumed to
linearly inrease with time. Aordingly, synonymous substitution rates between
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two sequenes (dS) are extensively used as a proxy for their divergene time. In
the partiular ase of two paralogous genes, emerged by dupliation, dS ratio
is generally onsidered a good estimator for the time of the dupliation event.
However, although many reent surveys use this approah to study the evolution
of dupliated genes Makova and Li (2003); Gu et al. (2002); Li et al. (2005), the
entral assumption that dS ratios rise linearly with time is never tested for the
ranges onsidered. Besides possible dierenes in synonymous substitution rates
of biologial ground , many methodologial issues, suh as the saturation of the
signal and alignment unertainty, may result in large dierenes in dS estimates
between pairs of genes dupliated at the same time.
In the light of the mentioned aveats, alternative methods suh as dupliation
dating based on the topology of phylogeneti trees may prove more adequate. In
the next setion, we evaluate a modied version of the speies-overlap algorithm,
desribed in hapter 5 and setion 11.1, used to estimate the evolutionary time
in whih a gene dupliation ours. Suh method, based on the speies ontent
of eah tree branh, is desribed in more detail in 11.4.
6.1.1 Topologial age estimation versus synonymous sub-
stitution rates
Deiphering the time in whih an anestral gene got dupliated is a diult task
that an only be addressed by indiret analyses. In this respet, knowledge on
a whole gene dupliation event (WGD) may provide a good alibrating point to
assess the auray of the methods that are usually applied to estimate the age
of a single gene dupliation, sine genes originated from a WGD should be all
equally mapped to same time. In order to explore the drawbaks attributed to
the use of dS as a proxy to the divergene time, and to explore an alternative
phylogeneti based method, we have performed a variability analysis based on
the WGD ourred in the saharomyotina phyla about 100Ma ago.
The set of paralogous gene pairs resulting from suh WGD was extrated by
a previous study based on the synteni analysis of several yeast genomes Byrne
and Wolfe (2005). Conservation of gene order among orthologs of the speies
appeared after the WGD is a quite reliable sign that suh genes originated from
the same event. Moreover, in order to keep only the most evident ases, we limited
our analyses to the 250 paralogous pairs in whih both opies were onserved in
the three post-WGD speies (Saaromies erevisiae, Saaromies astellii and
Candida glabrata) (see 9.2).
Parallely to the dS estimation (see method 10.3), we used a reent yeast
phylome, reonstruted in Maret-Houben and Gabaldón (2007), to perform a
phylogeny-based age estimation of the 250 paralogs. First, we applied the speies-
overlap algorithm to detet the same paralogy relationships in the yeast phylome.
Sine eah dupliation event represents a given node in the gene phylogeny, the
topologial age was established aording to the sequenes (organisms) grouped
by suh node. In our ase, three major groups were onsidered:
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of dS values obtained for 250 yeast paralogs mapped to the
same whole genome dupliation event. dS was alulated by maximum likelihood as
implemented in the the odeml program Yang (1997).
1. High-Evidene-WGD, if the dupliation involves sequenes from the three
saharomyotina speies and no other organism is present.
2. Post-WGD, if the dupliation involves only sequenes from the saharomy-
otina speies but not all of them are represented.
3. Pre-WGD, if the dupliation involves sequenes from an organism prior to
the saharomyotina group.
The distribution of dS ratios obtained for the 250 paralogous pairs is shown in
Figure 6.1. Surprisingly, the range of values overs from 0.004 to 86.71, with a
mean of 27.94 and a high standard deviation (28.61). Suh a variability exempli-
es the degree of unertainty assoiated with this measure.
On the other hand, phylogeny-based preditions yielded 110 dupliations
(~50%) exatly mapped to the High-Evidene-WGD group. 23 pairs (~10%)
were assigned to earlier lineages (post-WGD) beause of the gene loss in any of
the organisms. A signiant number of paralogs ( 30,8%) were assigned to the
tree branh just before the speiation of of the WGD speies (pre-WGD). Finally
a total of 20 pairs (9%) were mapped to farther branhes (pre-WGD). Figure 6.2
shows the distribution of suh numbers aross the fungal tree of life. Interest-
ingly, a similar variability of dS ratios an be observed for the paralogs mapped
to dierent branhes in the tree (orner plots in gure 6.2).
Overall, our results suggest that, given the high level of unertainty observed,
the general assumption of linearity between dS ratios and divergene time should
be taken arefully. In fat, the bi-modality observed in the dS distribution evi-
denes a elevated rate of saturated preditions ( 60<dS<=90). By ontrast, the
phylogeneti approah tested here seem to yield more adjusted and interpretable
preditions. Although only the 50% of the paralogs were exatly assigned to
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Figure 6.2: Comparison among the topologial age predition of 250 Yeast paralogs
and their distribution of dS values. Number in green are the amount of paralogs pairs
were assigned to eah branh by a phylogeneti analysis. The 4 plots in the orners are
the normalized histograms for the dS values assoiated to the paralogs mapped to eah
branh.
the same time pointed by the synteny analysis, the dispersion of values seems
to be muh lower than in the ase of dS. For instane, the 90% of preditions
onentrates at only 1 branh step from the orret evolutionary event in the
tree. Therefore, we onsider this method to be a good alternative to previous
approahes.
6.1.2 dS variability among human dupliates.
In the same line of the previous analysis, we wondered on the variability of dS
rations among all human dupliates. To this end, we used the human phylome to
extrat all dupliation events leading to the human linage. For eah dupliation,
dS was alulated among the resulting paralogs. Similarly to the results obtained
for yeast, the range of values obtained was surprisingly high (gure 6.4).
On the other hand, we estimated the phylogeneti age of all human paralogs
by onsidering nine phyla groups that represent the major branhing points in
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Figure 6.3: Distribution of dS values among the human paralogs deteted in the human
phylome.
the linage leading to human. These nine evolutionary periods range from the
origin of Opisthokonts to the separation of human and primates lineages.
Figure 6.4 shows dS ratios distribution for all human dupliates pairs arranged
aording to their topologial age. It an be notied how big dS overlaps are found
between dierent ategories. The problem is espeially evident for dupliations
ourred before the expansion of mammals, were the dS ratio signal seems to be
ompletely saturated. However, large overlaps an be found even within the most
reent evolutionary periods, where dS is not saturated. Thus similar dS values
an be found for dupliates topologially mapped both to the origin of human
linage and to the origin of primates.
Overall, these results show the aveats of using dS rates as a proxy for es-
timating divergene time. Although measures based on topologial dating suh
as the one proposed by us are far from perfet, they appear to eiently map
evolutionary events to disrete periods of time. It must be noted, however, that
a orret topologial mapping relies on the quality of the under laying phyloge-
neti tree, the absene of horizontal transfer events, the broadness of taxonomi
sampling and our level of understanding of the phylogeny of the speies involved.
6.2 Lineage-spei gene dupliation in the Hu-
man Phylome
To quantify the extent of gene dupliation that has ourred in the lineages
leading to human, we applied the speies-overlap desribed in 11.1 to identify
all dupliation events present in the human phylome. Eah event was assoiated
to one of nine major branh points by following the topologial age estimation
method (see 11.4).
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of dS ratios between dupliated gene sequenes, arranged a-
ording to nine evolutionary periods. dS is expressed as the log10(dS). Eah paralogous
gene pair was assigned to one of nine evolutionary ategories by the topologial analysis
of its phylogeny (see 11.4).
Redundant ases, derived from the analysis of gene phylogenies from the same
family, were avoided by alulating the rate of dupliations per gene. Suh du-
pliation frequeny was estimated as the quotient between the total number of
dupliation events mapped to a given stage and the number of trees rooted at
a deeper branhing point. This result in a number that be interpreted as the
number of dupliation events ourred per gene at eah one of the evolutionary
periods. For example, if 100 dupliation events are deteted at the hordates
level, and 50 phylogeneti trees exist that are rooted to older sequenes (meta-
zoa, fungi or basal eukaryote sequenes), the rate of dupliations per gene at
hordates level would be 2.0. Results obtained for the analysis of the human
phylome are shown in Figure 6.5B.
The highest peak in gene dupliation events orresponds to the base of hor-
date evolution, after the split of urohordates (Ciona intestinalis) and vertebrates.
This observation is onsistent with previous results supporting the existene of
at least one round, and probably two rounds, of whole genome dupliations be-
fore the radiation of vertebrates Panopoulou et al. (2003); Blomme et al. (2006),
whih ould explain the inrease in phenotypi omplexity of vertebrates rela-
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tive to other hordates suh as ephalohordates (amphioxus) and urohordates
(Ciona).
The seond largest peak appears at the base of the metazoans, after their
split with fungi. The relatively large dupliation rate (0.58 dupliations per tree)
at this point ould be interpreted as a result of a WGD at the base of metazoan
evolution or, alternatively, an aumulation of smaller sale dupliations. To the
best of our knowledge, the possibility of a WGD at the base of metazoan evolution
has not been proposed in the literature Meyer (2003) and we believe it deserves
some deeper onsideration in future analyses. If the WGD senario is onsidered,
then an extensive gene loss should have followed it, sine the dupliation rate here
is lower than the one found at the base of vertebrate evolution. The alternative
senario would assume a high number of smaller sale dupliations that aeted
more than 50% of the genes. These dupliation events would have aumulated
over the period of time extending from the split of fungi and metazoans to the
split of hordates and other metazoans.
Also remarkable is the relatively high dupliation rates found in the lineages
leading to mammals, primates and hominids. This suggests that dupliations
have played a major role in the evolution of these groups, something that has
already been noted from omparisons of primate genomes Bailey and Eihler
(2006).
6.3 Funtional trends among dupliated gene sets
in the Human Phylome
It is desribed that gene dupliation might result in the ampliation and/or di-
versiation of the biologial proesses in whih dupliates are involved. There-
fore, inspeting the funtions of gene families that have undergone dupliation at
dierent evolutionary stages may provide lues about the proesses that played
roles in the major transitions that ourred during those stages.
To detet suh funtional trends we searhed for Gene Ontology (GO) terms
that are signiantly over-represented in the set of genes that underwent dupli-
ations during the dierent stages of eukaryoti evolution. We performed this
analysis automatially with the aid of the program Fatigo+, from the Babe-
lomis suite Al-Shahrour et al. (2006). At eah evolutionary stage (Figure 6.5A)
we ompared the annotations of the dupliated human genes with those of the
rest of the human genome. We seleted those terms whose over-representation
was signiant based on a false disovery rate test (adjusted p-value < 0.00001).
The present analysis detets over-represented funtions within the 'Biologial
Proess' GO ategory among genes dupliated at dierent evolutionary periods
(Figure 6.5C). It is, therefore, dierent from omplementary analyses that de-
tet funtional shifts and dierent patterns of amino aid replaement among
dupliated pairs Abhiman and Sonnhammer (2005); Seoighe et al. (2003). Inter-
estingly, these omplementary analyses also show dierenes among funtional
lasses. In most evolutionary stages, we found several terms from dierent GO
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Figure 6.5: Estimates for the number of dupliation events ourred at eah major
transition in the evolution of the eukaryotes. Speies abbreviations are the same as in
table 5.1. Horizontal bars indiate the average number of dupliations per gene. Boxes on
the right list some of the GO terms of the biologial proess ategory that are signiantly
over-represented ompared to the rest of the genome in the set of gene families dupliated
at a ertain stage.
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levels and ategories that are signiantly over-represented. Of these, some are
spei to a given evolutionary transition (for example, lipid metabolism in ver-
tebrates), while others are over-represented in a series of onseutive stages (for
example, small GTPase signaling asade).
Providing links between the over-represented terms and the funtional or mor-
phologial transitions harateristi of eah stage is not straightforward. Never-
theless, some terms do suggest the expansion of some physiologial proesses at a
given evolutionary time. Terms related to maintenane of omplex ellular stru-
tures, suh as 'organelle organization and biogenesis', 'ytoskeleton', 'ellular
organization' or 'ellular loalization', are over-represented in genes dupliated
before the divergene of fungi and metazoans, suggesting major transitions in
ellular organization ommon to all opisthokonts.
The expansion of the proess 'small GTPase signal transdution' in almost
all major stages from the origin of opisthokonts to the vertebrates indiates a
ontinuous expansion of signaling asades that is likely related to the inreasing
level of multi-ellularity and tissue dierentiation observed at these evolutionary
stages. Similarly, protein families related to 'G-protein oupled reeptor signaling
pathway' were expanded before the amniota and mammalian radiations.
Also remarkable are the onseutive waves of expansion observed for the 'im-
mune response' and related terms. They have ourred at every split from the ori-
gin of tetrapods to the origin of primates and suggest an inreasing sophistiation
of the immune system. Xenobioti metabolism terms are also over-represented
in genes dupliated in primates. As noted before Bailey and Eihler (2006), the
sophistiation of the immune response and xenobioti reognition and detoxia-
tion might have failitated adaptation to hanges in food soures and infetious
agents.
The spei assoiation of terms suh as 'transmission of nerve pulse' or 'ner-
vous system development' with families dupliated just before the vertebrate ex-
pansion is onsistent with the development of a omplex nervous system as om-
pared to that of simpler hordates. Later on, the expansion of 'sensory pereption'
and related terms in the lineages leading to amniota, mammals and primates in-
diates inreasing sophistiation of the senses. Similarly, the term 'epidermis
development' is over-represented in genes dupliated in tetrapods. This might be
related to major skin modiations, whih potentially allowed the onquering of
the terrestrial environment by this group.
Chapter 7
Expression divergene among
dierently aged gene
dupliates
Variations on the gene expression patterns an be regarded as funtional hanges.
In partiular, and although any kind of variations might be onsidered, hanges
in the spatial expression pattern denote a lear funtional dierentiation. Thus,
the expression divergene between dupliated genes ould be perfetly addressed
through the neo- and sub-funtionalization models proposed originally by Fore
(Lynh Fore, 1999). Under either of suh models, gene expression would be
expeted to play an important role on the retention of dupliates, sine small
hanges on the original expression pattern may turn both dupliated genes indis-
pensable for the ell.
Many reent studies have foused on testing some of theses preditions, spe-
ially regarding the relationship between family size, sequene divergene and
expression breath (number of tissues in whih a gene is expressed). Sub- and
neo-funtionalization models predit that, if the aquisition of omplementary
spatial patterns prevents dupliates from pseudogenization, a redution of ex-
pression breadth is to be expeted after eah round of dupliation. As a result,
expression breadth is likely to be narrower in larger families. This fat was indeed
observed by several reent studies Freilih et al. (2006); Huminieki and Wolfe
(2004) as a negative orrelation between expression breath and family size. In
addition, Gu et al Gu et al. (2004) showed that the expression diversity tends to
be higher for dupliated genes than for single opy genes.
Another aspet that has been addressed, but for whih some ontroversy re-
mains, is that of the time frame in whih gene dupliation and subsequent expres-
sion divergene our. For instane, in order to favor gene retention, the proess
of tissue speiity aquisition should follow the gene dupliation shortly, pre-
eding the eventual pseudogenization of one of the dupliates. In this diretion,
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some studies have addressed the relationship between the age of the dupliation,
usually estimated from the dierenes in neutral sites between dupliates (dS),
and their spei patterns of tissue expression. Gu et al Gu et al. (2002)found a
signiant positive orrelation between the level of oding sequene dissimilarity
and expression divergene among yeast paralogs. Makova and Li Makova and
Li (2003) analyzed tissue expression pattern divergene among human dupliates
and reported a linear orrelation between sequene divergene and spatial ex-
pression dierene. However, other studies have reported a lak of signiant
orrelation between sequene divergene and expression divergene. The dier-
enes in the previous studies may be explained by dierent methodologies to
measure expression divergene and the lak of suient resolution of the use of
synonymous substitutions to estimate the age of the dupliation.
In this hapter, we exploit the availability of the human phylome to takle the
previous questions by applying full phylogeny-based method to detet and date
dupliation events. This approah allow us to aount for the atual omplexity of
dupliations and gene-loss senarios by dierentiating among one-to-one, one-to-
many and many-to-many paralogy relationships. We also rely on the topologial
dating of the evolutionary events (see Chapter 6), whih extends the range of
ages and avoids the saturation eet derive from synonymous substitutions rates.
Using these data, we explore the relative timing of a dupliation event and that of
the aquisition of spei tissue expression patterns. In partiular we investigate
whether dierent evolutionary periods are assoiated with dierent degrees of
tissue expression divergene and found that genes dupliated at anient periods
may get speialized to tissues that originated only reently.
7.1 Tissue speiity, expression breadth and om-
plementarity in human paralogous families
We sanned the omplete set of 21,588 human gene phylogenies inluded in the
human phylome and deteted 7522 human dupliation events. Tissue expression
patterns were inferred from the expression data sets of 79 healthy human tissues
retrieved from the SymAtlas projet at GNF (see Material and Methods, 9.3).We
represent an expression prole as an array of 0's (indiating the gene is not ex-
pressed) and 1's (indiating the gene is expressed) over the 79 tissues onsidered.
The expression breadth of a given gene is dened as the number of tissues in
whih it is expressed. Genes with a narrow expression breadth are tissue spei.
To aount for one-to-many and many-to-many paralogy relationships, expres-
sion proles of paralogous sets involving more than one gene were grouped into a
single prole in whih 1 indiates the expression of one or more genes of that set .
The total number of tissues in whih any of the genes of a partiular paralogous
set is expressed is dened as the global expression breadth.
We then explored the orrelation between the number of paralogs involved in a
dupliation event (dupliation size) and the expression breadth of suh genes. In
line with what has been reported by others Huminieki and Wolfe (2004); Freilih
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Figure 7.1: Example of inter- and intra-speies paralogy relationships.
et al. (2006) we observe a weak but signiant (Spearman R=0.16 p=6.23e-44)
positive orrelation between the global expression breadth and the number of
paralogs. In ontrast, a negative orrelation (Spearman R=-0.18 p=3.6e-55) is
found between the average expression breadth per gene and the number of par-
alogs. Both orrelations suggest that, in general, the larger the number of par-
alogs resulting from gene dupliations, the greater the number of tissues overed
by their expression and the higher the tissue speiity of eah of the omponents.
In other words, larger families will be expressed in a higher number of tissues but
eah member, separately, is likely to be more tissue spei.
For eah dupliation event, we determined the omplementarity level between
the tissue expression proles of eah of the paralogous gene sets (C, see methods
11.5). In 5128 (67%) dupliations, the degree of tissue expression omplementar-
ity (C) is greater than 0, meaning that the expression patterns of the dupliates
dier in, at least, one tissue. From these ases, 838 (11%) show full expression
omplementarity (C=1), that is, the two sets of paralogs have not been observed
to be expressed in the same tissue.
7.2 Dierenes in expression between orthologs
and paralogs
To test whether the high levels of tissue expression divergene observed among
paralogs is assoiated to the event of dupliation and is not just a result of their
divergene in time, we ompared the levels of tissue expression asymmetry of
paralogs to that of orthologs. For this, we exploited the availability of mouse
tissue expression data in the SymAtlas set at GNF to dene a redued expression
data set, inluding 29 homologous human-mouse tissues. Expression proles were
omputed as desribed above. To avoid possible biases derived from omparing
intra-speies paralogies against inter-speies orthology relationships, we only on-
sidered in this ase human-mouse paralogies derived from the same dupliation
event ( inter-speies paralogies, Figure 7.1).
This resulted in 3502 human-mouse paralogs pairs (from dupliations our-
ring at the origin of mammals or later) that were ompared to 4426 human-mouse
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Figure 7.2: Cumulative distribution funtions of the tissue expression omplementarity
of paralogs and orthologs. Distributions biased to the bottom-right orner show higher
levels of omplementarity. The blue line is the distribution shown by paralogous gene
pairs. The red and green lines represent the distribution of orthologs singletons and
non singletons respetively. Dierenes between paralogs and orthologs distribution are
supported by a signiant (pvalue=0.0, D=0.25) Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
orthologs pairs in terms of their level of tissue expression omplementarity. Our
results (Figure 7.2) show that the distribution of omplementarity levels between
inter-speies sets of paralogs is signiantly higher (KS-test: pvalue=0.0, D=0.25)
than that of a) singleton human-mouse orthologs, b) non-singleton human-mouse
orthologs. Nevertheless, although lower as ompared to that of paralogs, rela-
tively high levels of omplementarity an be also found between orthologous pairs
of genes.
7.3 Gene dupliation is diretly followed by higher
levels of tissue expression divergene
That paralogs have higher levels of tissue expression divergene relative to or-
thologs of similar age does not neessarily mean that this level of divergene was
aquired shortly after the dupliation. Alternative senarios may involve slow
but ontinuous aumulations in tissue expression patterns sine the time of du-
pliation. To test this we used the set of gene dupliations ourred at the base of
the mammalian lineage and that have several representatives in both human and
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Figure 7.3: Shemati representation of the early aquisition of the tissue expression
omplementarity among human and mouse paralogs.
mouse genomes. In this ase, the omparison of the tissue expression patterns
between intra- and inter-speies paralogs an provide information on whether
the observed level of omplementarity was gained before or after the speiation
event. Indeed, if the omplementarity was gained prior to speiation, one would
expet that the omplementarity observed between human-human paralogs par-
allels that observed between mouse-mouse paralogs that emerged from the same
dupliation. In the opposite senario, that of aquisition of omplementarity
after the speiation event, one would expet independene between the omple-
mentarities that were aquired in the human and mouse lineages. Our results
show a signiant orrelation between the omplementarities found between all
types of intra- and inter-spei paralogous sets ompared , suggesting that the
expression omplementarity between dupliates was mostly aquired prior to the
human-mouse speiation event , and tends to be onserved in evolution. Note
that this nding is in agreement with the idea that gene retention was favored by
the aquisition of divergent tissue expression patterns. Indeed, only a relatively
rapid aquisition of tissue expression divergene would have rendered both du-
pliates indispensable before the eventual pseudogenization of one of the opies.
7.4 Anient dupliations and modern speiities
We next explored the relationship between the age of gene dupliation events
and their impliation in tissue expression omplementarity. Our intention was
twofold: rstly, we tried to solve urrent disrepanies on whether tissue ex-
pression divergene inreases with the age of the dupliates and, seondly, we
wondered whether the appearane of multi-ellularity and tissue dierentiation in
the dierent evolutionary periods is oupled to the emergene of tissue-expression
omplementarity of genes dupliated at that period. We found dierenes in om-
plementarity levels among the dupliates originated at dierent evolutionary pe-
riods . For instane, dupliations at the level of hordates, vertebrates, mammals
and tetrapods show the highest levels of omplementarity between the resulting
dupliates. However, we observed no lear linear orrelation between the age of
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Figure 7.4: Tissue expression omplementarity by dupliation age. A, B, C and D
represent 4 inreasing degrees of omplementary threshold. Eah bar represent dierent
evolutionary origins of the paralogs tested.
the dupliates and their degree of tissue expression divergene, that is, levels of
omplementarity do not inrease or derease with the age of the dupliation .
Figure 7.4 shows the relative number of dupliations assoiated to dierent
degrees of tissue expression omplementarity (C) for several evolutionary periods.
Full omplementarity (C=1) an be found between dupliates that date bak to
the ommon anestor of opisthokonts, a uniellular organism in whih no tissue
dierentiation ould have ourred . Also remarkable is the omplete absene
of paralogs with a full omplementarity (and even with C>0.3) in the most re-
ent dupliations in our set, those whih ourred after the split of humans and
himpanzees.
Additional examples that suggest that dupliation and tissue speialization
are not neessarily oupled in time, inlude ases in whih the full expression
omplementarity is linked to the dierentiation of a single tissue, and the dupli-
ation is older than the tissue itself. As shown in Figure 7.5, many dupliations
involved in the dierentiation of plaenta, adaptive immune system, panreas,
liver and kidney, are more anient than the origin of these tissues. Interestingly,
a reent study have suggested that the development of plaenta tissue was mostly
mediated by anient genes that were o-opted during its evolution, whih would
be ompatible with our ndings. Overall, these results suggest that gene dupli-
ation events and tissue expression divergene are not neessarily oinident in
time. This would support the idea that tissue-expression dierentiation is not
neessarily oupled with the time of dupliation. In other words, gene duplia-
tions are "not on demand". The retention of dupliate genes during the period
that preedes the emergene of the orresponding tissues must thus be explained
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by other types of sub-funtionalization suh as expression under dierent envi-
ronmental onditions or funtion divergene. During periods in whih tissues
beame dierentiated, the whole pool of urrent dupliates would be suseptible
to be involved in suh kind of expression divergene. Nevertheless, dupliations
that ourred at evolutionary periods with higher tissue development would be
more likely to be involved in omplementarity before they get lost or get sub-
speialized by other fators. This ould explain why dupliations ourred at
evolutionary periods in whih more novel tissues and organs emerged (hordates
to mammals) have higher proportions of dupliations with full omplementar-
ity than dupliations ourred at periods in whih tissue dierentiation was not
prevalent (fungi, metazoa, primates, human)
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Figure 7.5: Dupliation age prole for three groups of human paralogous genes whih
one of the dupliates shows expression speiity in the tissue(s) onsidered in eah graph.
Chapter 8
PhylomeDB and the
Environment for Tree
Exploration
In hapter 5 we have shown the feasibility of reonstruting omplete and high
quality phylomes. We have also shown how its publi availability is valuable for
phylogentiists and moleular biologists. Phylomes an indeed be exploited either
for large sale analysis or be used as enylopedias of gene evolutionary histories.
Although some databases provide automatially-derived and urated phylogenies
, these follow a family-based approah, sine they rst group the genes into
families and subsequently build a single phylogeny for eah family. Moreover,
the seletion of speies they inlude is determined by the spei sopes of eah
projet. The automati reonstrution of phylomes in a reasonable time span
provide us with the possibility of adapting the speies range and phylogeneti
parameters to any spei senario. Thus, a speies phylome tting ustom
needs an be reonstruted, although with large omputational resoures, in no
more than few weeks. This onstitutes a valuable soure of information valid to
address new biologial questions. In this hapter, we present two phylogenomi
resoures: a publi database for phylomes, phylomeDB; and the Environment
for Tree Exploration (ETE), a programmable tool to visualize, manipulate and
analyze phylogeneti trees.
8.1 PhylomeDB, a database of high quality gene
phylogenies
PhylomeDB is a database that hosts genome-wide olletions of single gene phy-
logenies testing a variety of organisms and overing dierent evolutionary senar-
ios. Multiple sequene alignments and phylogeny based predition of orthologs are
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also available to download. The Current version of PhylomeDB omprises 172,324
phylogeneti trees and 36,289 multiple sequene alignments overing speies suh
as Human, Yeast, E.oli or Fly. It is aessible as a web portal in whih database
resoures an be downloaded or interatively visualized. PhylomeDB ontent is
arranged in phylomes, eah of them presenting its own pipeline onguration
and organisms sope. Thus, dierent resoures belonging to dierent phylomes
an be found for the same gene. Eah phylome inludes a desription page whih
enumerates the organisms it overs and the proteome versions used to obtain pro-
tein or nuleotide sequenes. It also details the peuliarities of its phylogeneti
pipeline and the programs and parameters used in eah step.
8.1.1 PhylomeDB struture
Phylomes hosted in phylomeDB are enoded following a ommon format for the
speies, sequene, and phylome identiers. This allows to keep the ompatibility
among phylogeneti trees belonging to dierent phylomes. Eah organism (rep-
resented by its NCBI taxonomy ID) is enoded by using a three letters ode that
remains stable aross all phylomes. Sequenes are in the format of the three let-
ters speies ode plus an unique number (i.e. Hsa0000001), whih maintains both
the referene to the organism and the referene to the soure proteome. Thus,
a sequene starting by Hsa will always refer to the Homo sapiens speies, in-
dependently of the phylome version and sope, whereas, dierent sequene num-
bers an refer to the same protein taken from dierent proteome versions. For
instane, Se0000185 and Se0006786 points to the same gene, YBL058W, in two
dierent releases of the yeast proteome. In any ase, a orrespondene between
phylomeDB identiers and most popular gene and protein names is internally
maintained to allow exible searhes and the easy interpretation of phylogenies.
Although the web interfae of phylomeDB is quite intuitive, a doumentation
page is available. Tehnial information about the database struture and web
design an be found in the Material and Methods setion.
8.1.2 Searhing the database
Searhing by ID
Available phylogeneti trees and multiple alignments an be aessed by the name
of the gene that was used as seed sequene for the phylogeneti pipeline (the one
used as a query in the searh for putative homologs). By default, ID queries
perform searhes on all the available phylomes, but searhes an be onveniently
limited to a spei phylome. Supported IDs vary depending on the soure of
the seed proteomes, but Uniprot/Swissprot, Ensembl, and the original proteome
identiers are generally valid. Any ID query always results in a list of resoures
bars for the mathing ID. Eah resoure bar represents the available data for a
gene in a given phylome. It is omposed of several tree ions (one per every evo-
lutionary model or phylogeneti method tested), two alignments ions (lean an
raw alignments) and optional links to any other extra information i.e. orthology
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Figure 8.1: Results for an ID searh in phylomeDB. A) quik searh bar B) Panel showing
the available data for the protein. Eah row orresponds to the resoures available from
an independent phylome. In the example, the sequene YBL058W is present in 4 yeast
phylomes with a dierent speies overage. C) Amino aid sequene linked to the ID.
and paralogy predition. When a gene is present in several phylomes, a resoure
bar per phylome is shown (Figure 8.1)
Searhing by sequene
Alternatively, a similarity based searh an be performed to nd the most similar
sequene hosted in the database. This is internally done by means of a BLAST
omparison between the query sequene and the seed proteomes available in phy-
lomeDB. A list of signiant hits and links to their available resoures are shown.
8.1.3 Linking PhylomeDB from external resoures
PhylomeDB resoures are easily linkable from external soures suh as other web
databases. Allowed external queries are shown in table 8.1.
8.1.4 Interative tree and alignment visualization
Phylogeneti trees
PhylomeDB uses the ETE libraries (see 8.2) to manage phylogeneti trees. Based
on suh libraries, an interative tree viewer is available within the web interfae
that allows phylogenies to be displayed and manipulated on the y. A set of
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query (GET method)
Desription
?seqid=ENSP00000347111.
Generates the resoures page for the
requested sequene id
?seqid=ENSP00000347111&phylomeid=1
Generates the resoures page for the
provided sequene id in the phylome with
the ode 1.
?seqid=ENSP00000347111&phylomeid=1&data=tree_JTT
Generates a web page showing the spei
requested phylogeny. Valid tree names are
in the format tree_ plus the name of
the evolutionary model or phylogeneti
method used for its reonstrution. For
instane, tree_JTT, tree_Blosum62
or tree_MrBayes are valid names for
phylomes that used suh methods in their
phylogeneti pipeline.
?seqid=ENSP00000347111&phylomeid=1&data=alg_raw
Generates a web page showing the raw or
lean alignment.
Table 8.1: External queries allowed by the phylomeDB web site. Eah query type
is referred to the following phylomeDB URL: http://phylomedb.bioinfo.ipf.es/nd, e.g.
http://phylomedb.bioinfo.ipf.es/nd?seqid=ENSP00000347111.
ommon features suh as rooting, searhing or zooming are provided. When
a phylogeneti tree is seleted, its visualization starts automatially. The im-
age an be downloaded at any time as an standard PNG image. Additionally,
when orthology and paralogy preditions are looked up for a gene, a olor-oded
phylogeny is displayed that desribes the evolutionary events (dupliations and
speiations) in whih orthology preditions are based (See sreenshot 8.5 at the
end of this hapter)
Alignments
Two types of multiple sequenes alignment are hosted in PhylomeDB. Raw align-
ments are those that multiple alignment programs diretly produes. Clean align-
ments, in ontrast, are the result of trimming raw alignments to eliminate poorly
aligned regions (see methods). Although dierent trimming riteria are applied in
the dierent phylomes, alignment proessing generally inludes some kind of gap
trimming steps. Alignments of urrent hosted phylomes has been all proessed
by using the trimAl program . Inline visualization of alignments is implemented
by using the Jalview plug-in (Figure 8.2) Clamp et al. (2004) , whih is a java
appliation enabling fast viewing of large multiple sequene alignments.
8.2 ETE: a python programming Environment for
Tree Exploration
ETE is a framework that provides a set of programming libraries to analyze
and manipulate phylogeneti trees (or any other type of hierarhial trees). It
implements, among other features, two orthology detetion algorithms, a tree
reoniliation method, several rooting funtions and a programming API to re-
motely exploit the phylomeDB database. Hierarhial trees are ommonly used
to represent many types of data, inluding results from miroarray lustering
analyses and phylogeneti reonstrutions. In reent years their use has been
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Figure 8.2: A multiple sequene alignment interatively shown on the phylomeDB web
interfae through the program JalView Clamp et al. (2004).
popularized, triggering the need for new software and algorithms. Currently,
there are a number of omputational tools that assist in the visualization and
analysis of trees . Most of these appliations are entered around the visual-
ization of the trees and, only in some ases, also inlude some editing options.
Other tools, in ontrast, are foused on the implementation of spei analyses
but do not provide many possibilities to manipulate the trees. In general, dif-
ferent programs are designed to work with a spei type of data and they only
perform a limited set of analyses. As a result, most researhers aiming to perform
elaborate analyses have to ombine dierent programs or to implement spei
sripts. ETE has been written under a distint philosophy. To allow for a high
degree of exibility, it is implemented as a olletion of python libraries that an
be extended, ombined and used from third programs. Current version of ETE
inludes ve main extensions: tree management, tree visualization, phylogeneti
extension, miroarray lustering extension, and the phylomeDB API. Currently,
ETE libraries are being used in projets suh as GEPAS Tárraga et al. (2008),
Phylemon Tárraga et al. (2007) and PhylomeDB Huerta-Cepas et al. (2007).
ETE an be downloaded from: http://bioinfo.ipf.es/downloads/ete/
8.2.1 Tree Management
ETE allows to read tree strutures from the three most ommon formats: New
Hampshire (NH), New Hampshire eXtended (NHX) and Nexus (through the
BioPython parser). When a tree is loaded, its hierarhial struture is inter-
nally enoded as a series of tree nodes instanes that are onneted following a
parent-hild relationship. Eah node provides, itself, many methods to manip-
ulate its onnetions (add or remove hilds, detah from parent, delete, et... )
and to easily aess its topology (get parent, terminal, hild, sister or desendant
nodes). Searh and distane methods are also available, and allow the user to
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alulate paths between nodes or nd spei nodes within large tree strutures.
The subtree struture under any internal node an be reovered at any time of
the analysis. One advantage of ETE is that allows the possibility of adding extra
information to the nodes. These data an be used internally or be automatially
inorporated, using the NHX format, to the nal newik representation.
8.2.2 Tree Visualization
The treeview extension provides a highly programmable drawing system to ren-
der a hierarhial tree struture into a ustom image. Although a number of
predened visualization modes are distributed with the default installation, us-
tom styles an be easily reated from srath. To do so, ETE makes use of three
main onepts (styles, faes and layouts), that allow the user to ompose ustom
tree pitures designs: A 'style' denes the general aspet of a tree node. 'faes'
are small drawings (representing, for instane, any node's extra information) that
are drawn next to nodes. Finally, 'layouts' are small python funtions that on-
trol the styles and faes that are applied to eah tree node. By ombining this
features, graphial nodes representation an be dynamially ontrolled by us-
tom riteria. Several examples and a detailed user manual for the programmable
drawing system are available at http://bioinfo.ipf.es/downloads/ete/.
Drawing engine and the visualization interfae are based on the new Qt4
open soure libraries, whih make possible to visualize trees that exeed the
max allowed image le dimensions. Performane, however, will depend on eah
omputer resoures.
8.2.3 Phylogeneti Extension
Phylogeneti trees are the result of most evolutionary analyses. The phyloge-
neti extension implements many operations that are ommon in the analysis of
evolutionary trees. Among other features, it allows to link phylogeneti trees
to multiple sequene alignments; speies names and taxonomi information an
be enoded for every leaf node; and midpoint or most-distant-speies outgroup
an be automatially alulated. Furthermore, two evolutionary event dete-
tion methods are provided: One implements the algorithm desribed in hapter
5, whih is based on the speies overlap between lades and thus does not de-
pend on the availability of a speies tree. The seond one, whih requires the
omparison between the gene tree and a previously dened speies tree, imple-
ments a strit tree reoniliation algorithm Page and Charleston (1997). Both
methods return a list of the deteted evolutionary events and the derived or-
thology/paralogy preditions. This funtionality is also fully integrated with the
visualization extension, and results an be explored graphially (Figure 8.3)
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Figure 8.3: A phylogeneti tree visualized with ETE. The phylogeny was obtained by
applying the tree reoniliation algorithm implemented in ETE. Dashed lines represent
the inferred gene losses, blue lines represent dupliation events, and red lines represent
speiation events. Sequenes assoiated to eah tree leaf are also shown.
Figure 8.4: Part of a lustering result visualized with ETE. The tree was obtained from a
hierarhial lustering analysis on a miroarray experiment. Bar plots represent the gene
expression proles grouped by eah node. Green and red irles represent the validation
analysis of eah node performed by their silhouette index alulation.
8.2.4 Miroarray Clustering Extension
Miroarray expression data is usually enoded as a matrix in whih eah row rep-
resents a gene expression prole aross dierent onditions (olumns). A variety
of lustering analyses are used to group genes that respond o-ordinately to a
given set of onditions, or to group onditions aording to their gene expression
similarities. In the partiular ase of hierarhial lustering, lusters are on-
neted in the form of a hierarhial tree. In suh trees, genes are represented by
terminal nodes whereas internal nodes dene the dierent nested lusters. ETE's
lustering extension allows to import miroarray matrix les and link them to
their assoiated lustering analysis. One trees are loaded, expression proles
are aessible from genes (tree leafs) and mean expression patterns are aessible
from lusters (internal nodes). Clustering validation tehniques an be applied
to alulate the inter- and intra-luster distanes, variane or Silhouette width of
any partition. Furthermore, predened node faes an layouts are supplied to vi-
sualize lusters together with their expression proles and to explore the resulting
validation analysis (Figure 8.4).
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8.2.5 PhylomeDB Extension
ETE 's phylomeDB extension provides a programming API to aess the database.
It allows to searh for spei data and download them for its analysis. When
a phylogeneti tree is retrieved, it is automatially linked to the ETE's phylo-
geneti extension, thus enabling its visualization and analysis within the ETE's
framework.
8.2.6 ETE as an standalone appliation
Finally, ETE an be used as a standalone tree viewer. An exeutable sript
implementing most ommon features of the ETE library an be found within the
standard installation. The program an be used to visualize generi, phylogeneti
and lustering trees using a set of predened layouts.
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Figure 8.5: A phylomeDB orthology predition page.
Part III
Materials and Methods
Chapter 9
Biologial data sets
9.1 Eukaryoti proteomes
Proteomes derived from 39 fully sequened eukaryoti genomes (Table 1) were
downloaded from Ensembl v36 Birney et al. (2006)and the Integr8 database at
EBI Pruess et al. (2005), exept those of Candida albians N. rassa and C.
reinhardtii , whih were obtained from their spei databases. Wherever mi-
tohondrial proteins were not inluded in the gene set per speies, these were
downloaded separately from the NCBI eukaryoti organelles site. Mitohondrial
genomes from Caenorhabditis briggsae, Giberella zeae, Debaromyes hansenii and
Leishmania major have apparently not been deposited in the publi databases
and, therefore, are missing from this study. The nal proteome database ontains
542,423 unique protein sequenes from 39 dierent genomes (Table 5.1).
9.2 Synteny based yeast dupliates
Saaromies erevisiae paralogous genes originated from the same whole genome
dupliation were obtained from the synteny based preditions from the Yeast
Gene Order Browser web server (http://wolfe.gen.td.ie/ygob/). This dataset is
desribed in Byrne and Wolfe (2005) and omprises a total of 450 pairs of paralo-
gous genes. For the analysis in hapter 6, we derived a ltered list ontaining only
those 250 paralog pairs that were present in the 3 post-WGD speies onsidered:
S.astellii and C.glabrata and S.erevisiae.
9.3 Human and Mouse expression data sets
Expression data of 79 human and 59 mouse healthy tissues were retrieved from
the SymAtlas projet at the Genomis Institute of the Novartis Researh Founda-
tion (GNF) (http://symatlas.gnf.org/SymAtlas/). We used the two-samples
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Aymetrix HG-U133A probeset with MAS5 normalization for human and the
GNF1M data set with MAS5 normalization for mouse. To determine whether
a gene was expressed or not in a given tissue, we used the data sets inluding
Presene and Absene alls. A gene was onsidered to be present in a tissue if
Presene alls were reported for the two samples inluded in the probeset. We
assumed marginal expression (M) to be Absenes. Probes mapping to several
genes were removed from the analysis.
9.4 PhylomeDB database
PhylomeDB has been built using a relational database implemented with MySQL5.0
(http://www.mysql.om/). Oial web site (htttp://phylomedb.bioinfo.ipf.es)
uses basi HTML and Asynhronous JavaSript And XML (AJAX) features. Pre-
release area of phylomeDB (htttp://beta-phylomedb.bioinfo.ipf.es) is im-
plemented using a modied version of the dokuwiki (http://www.dokuwiki.org/)
software. Phylogeneti tree management and visualization is performed by the
Environment of Tree Exploration software (Chapter 8). Visualization of multiple
sequene alingments is implemented by the program Jalview Clamp et al. (2004).
Although most of modern browsers are supported, Firefox is reommend for a
full ompatibility.
Chapter 10
Comparative genomis and
phylogeneti methods
10.1 Sequene similarity searhes
For eah protein sequene, a Smith-Waterman Smith and Waterman (1981)
searh was performed against a blast database ontaining the proteomes of all 39
speies onsidered for the reonstrution of the human phylome. In order to ex-
lude isoforms from the subsequent analysis, blast database did only ontain the
larger protein isoform from eah gene. Only mathes with a signiant similarity
(E-value < 10-3) that aligned with a ontinuous region longer than 50% of the
query sequene were seleted.
10.2 Multiple sequene alignment and phylogeneti
reonstrutions
The sets of homologous protein sequenes were aligned using MUSCLE 3.6 Edgar
(2004). Positions in the alignment with gaps in more than 10% of the sequenes
were eliminated before the phylogeneti analysis, unless this proedure removed
more than one-third of the positions in the alignment. In suh ases the per-
entage of sequenes with gaps allowed was automatially inreased until at least
two-thirds of the initial positions were onserved.
NJ trees were derived using soredist distanes as implemented in BioNJ
Gasuel (1997). ML trees were inferred from the alignments using PhyML v2.4.4
Guindon and Gasuel (2003). For eah protein family ML trees were reon-
struted using four dierent evolutionary models (JTT, WAG, BLOSUM62 and
VT), exept for the 13 mitohondrial enoded proteins in whih the mtREV
model was also used. In all ases, a disrete gamma-distribution model with four
rate ategories plus invariant positions was used. The gamma parameter and the
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fration of invariant positions were estimated from the data. The evolutionary
model best tting the data was determined by omparing the likelihood of the
used models aording to the AIC riterion . In order to obtain support values
of all tree partitions, the ML tree produed by the best-tting model was used
as a seed for a Bayesian analysis by running MrBayes Ronquist and Huelsen-
bek (2003) for 100,000 generations in two runs of two hains eah,and allowing
branh swapping and re-estimation of the gamma distribution parameters. The
posterior probability of eah tree partition was estimated by sampling the trees
every 100 generations after disarding the rst 25%. This approah to obtain sup-
port values was faster than performing standard bootstrap analysis with PhyML.
Starting the MrBayes runs with an already optimized tree resulted in fair levels
of onvergene being reahed after fewer generations than in standard MrBayes
analyses. A nal tree produed by this Bayesian reonstrution onsists of a on-
sensus phylogeny, using the 'halfompat' option in MrBayes, in whih partitions
with a posterior probability lower than 0.5 are ollapsed. Unless stated otherwise
the onsensus tree produed by MrBayes analysis was used in all analyses.
10.3 dS ratio between paralogs genes
Pairwise sequene omparisons were performed by using the program odeml
within the PAML pakage Yang (1997). Eah pair of paralogous proteins were
aligned using the program musle with default parameters. Pairwise alignments
were performed using amino aid sequees and the program MUSCLE v3.6 Edgar
(2004). Subsequently, eah position of the amino aid alignment was mapped to
its orresponding odon in the nuleotide sequene. Alignment positions ontain-
ing gaps were disarded.
Chapter 11
Analyti methods and
algorithms
11.1 Detetion of evolutionary events
We used a phylogeny-based algorithm to detet dupliation and speiation events
on the trees. In ontrast to alternative phylogeny-based methods that use re-
oniliation of the gene tree with the speies tree to infer dupliation events, our
approah does not require any previous fully resolved speies topology. The only
evolutionary information required is that used to root the trees to dene a po-
larity so eah internal node is onneted to two hildren nodes.
The orthology predition algorithm was run independently for eah human
gene using the its primary tree (the one reonstruted using suh sequene as a
seed gene). The algorithm was implemented in a series of python sripts speif-
ially developed for this projet and now part of the ETE library (8). To map
dupliation and speiation events on an internal node of the tree, the algorithm
proeeds as follows. First, two tree partitions are dened that ontain the se-
quenes onneted to eah of the two hildren nodes. Seond, a speies-overlap
sore is dened between the two partitions as follows: speies ommon to both
partitions/speies in any of the partitions. Third, if the sore is higher than a
given threshold the node is mapped as a dupliation event, otherwise it is onsid-
ered a speiation event. In the present study the speies-overlap threshold was
set to 0.0 - that is, no ommon speies between the two partitions were allowed -
beause this produed the best results in the benhmark. The algorithm does so
for all internal nodes in the tree. One all the nodes in the tree are marked as a
dupliation or speiation event, the algorithm establishes orthology relationships
between the seed protein and other proteins in the tree. For eah protein, the
algorithm traks the nodes that onnet it to the seed protein and establishes an
orthology relationship only if this onnetion proeeds exlusively through spe-
iation nodes, disregarding intra-spei dupliations. After mapping speiation
and dupliation nodes onto the phylogeny, several situations may arise in whih
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orthology relationships are not one-to-one relationships, but rather one-to-many
or many-to-many. To root the trees the following proedure was used. The speies
present in the tree were grouped aording to the branhing pattern of the tree
in Figure 3; thus, non-opisthokont speies onstitute the deepest group, followed
by 'fungi', 'other metazoans', 'urohordates', and so on. Among the sequenes
belonging to the deepest group with representatives in the tree, the one with the
longest distane to the seed protein was hosen as the out-group.
11.2 Topology sanning algorithm
The algorithm used here to searh for spei topologies within the phylome is
desribed elsewhere Gabaldón and Huynen (2003). In brief, from an un-rooted
tree the algorithm generates all possible partitions that ontain the seed sequene.
That is, the algorithm proeeds sequentially throughout all internal edges of the
tree. At eah internal edge it generates two partitions, of whih only one ontains
the seed sequene. The speies represented in eah suh partition are traked and
those trees with a partition fullling a set of rules dened by the user are seleted.
The set of rules dened by the user are dened as a set of speies that are allowed
in a partition, and rules an be ombined so that spei evolutionary senarios
are dened. For instane, a partition supporting the grouping of rodents and
primates to the exlusion of laurasatherians an be dened as a partition on-
taining any sequene (s) from primates (Homo sapiens, Maaa mulata, Pan
troglodites) and any sequene (s) from rodents (Mus musulus, Rattus norver-
gius) within a larger partition that ontains these sequene plus any sequene
(s) from Laurasatherians (Canis familiaris, Bos taurus). Sequenes from other
speies are not allowed in the partition and the presene of the seed sequene
in the partition is required. This algorithm has been implemented in a series
of Python sripts developed for this projet. In the topology sanning analyses
presented here we disarded the trees based on alignments in whih less than 100
olumns were left after applying the gap lter. This proedure eliminated 1,714
(7.9%) from the total phylome.
11.3 Orthology predition benhmarking
The referene set used in a reent benhmark of orthology assignment methods
Hulsen et al. (2006) was used to ompute the number of true positives (TPs),
false positives (FPs) and false negatives (FNs) yielded by eah method. For eah
method the sensitivity, S = TP/(TP + FN), and the positive preditive value, P
= TP/(TP + FP), were omputed.
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11.4 Algorithm for the topologial dating
Dupliation events deteted by the topology sanning algorithm an be assigned
to dierent evolutionary periods by examining the speies represented after the
dupliation event. To do so we used as a referene a set of learly dened phyloge-
neti relationships that mark the major branhing points in the lineage leading to
hominids (Figure 3). For eah dupliation event, all the speies represented after
the dupliation node are traked and the dupliation is assigned to the deepest
branhing point in the referene tree that ontains all these speies. For instane,
if only sequenes from mammals and shes are found after the dupliation event,
this dupliation is assigned to the branhing point that is at the base of verte-
brates. The sanning algorithm an detet only dupliations that ourred after
the root of the tree; for example, if a tree is rooted in a fungal sequene, only
dupliations that ourred in the metazoan lineage ould be deteted. Therefore,
to ompare the results obtained at the dierent evolutionary stages we omputed
the relative number of dupliation events per gene at eah branhing point. This
was done by dividing the number of dupliation events mapped at a partiular
evolutionary stage by the number of trees rooted at a deeper branhing point;
for example, dupliations that ourred at the base of metazoans were divided
by the number of trees rooted on either a fungal or a non-opisthokont sequene.
11.5 Tissue expression omplementarity sore
The degree of tissue expression omplementarity between the expression proles
of two sets of paralogous genes was alulated by measuring the relative number
of tissues in whih only one set but not the other was expressed over the total
number of tissues with expression data. Let pa be the gene expression pattern of
gene 'a' ; da−b the number of tissues in whih gene 'a' is dierentially expressed
in respet to a seond gene 'b' ; and ta the total number of tissues in whih gene a
is expressed. Hene, the degree of tissue expression omplementarity (C) between
genes 'a' and 'b' is:
C =
d1
t1
+d2
t2
2
11.6 Expression breadth
We used two dierent measures to quantify the amplitude of the expression of a
paralogous gene set: the goblal and mean expression breadth. We onsider global
expression breadth as the total number of tissues in whih at least one gene of
a paralogous set is expressed. By ontrast, the mean expression breadth is the
average number of tissues in whih all genes within the same paralogous group
are expressed.
Part IV
Disussion and Conluding
remarks
Chapter 12
Summarizing disussion
This thesis omprises a series of studies on the evolution of the human genome,
whih are performed through the exploitation of large olletions of gene phylo-
genies (phylomes). In this setion, we will disuss the main results obtained in
this thesis. Some of these are purely methodologial, but we onsider them to be
useful for future studies; other have a deeper theoretial relevane and we intend
to ontribute to urrent disussions attending to our own experiene.
12.1 Meeting the hallenge of reonstruting high-
quality phylomes.
Previous studies have addressed the reonstrution of omplete phylomes (Siheritz-
Pontén and Andersson, 2001; Gabaldón and Huynen, 2005). However, the speies
overage, and the use of sophistiated phylogeneti pipelines have been tradition-
aly limited by omputational onstrains. For this reason, most previous attempts
have foused on baterial genomes (omprising a signiantly lower number of
genes than eukaryotes) and less aurate methods to infer phylogenies, suh as
NJ.
Fortunately, urrent improvements in algorithms and omputer apabilities
have paved the way for the appliation of more sophistiated methods at genomi
sale. In this respet, several remarkable eorts exist that provide aurate phy-
logenomi resoures. For example, the Ensembl projet provides, from version
41, a Maximum Likelihood reonstruted phylogeny for eah of their predited
gene families. Similarly, TreeFam (an Ensembl related projet), extends the same
methodology for a larger number of animal speies. Interestingly, TreeFam pro-
vides also a subset of manually reviewed phylogenies.
It an be notied, however, that many restritions are still present in the
urrent phylogenomi approahes. For instane, neither of mentioned projets
inlude evolutionary model testing or alignment pre-proessing steps in their
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pipelines. By ontrast, the same evolutionary hypothesis are equally assumed
for the evolution of all genes, something that has been shown to lead into errors
. Additionally, in order to mitigate the high omputational ost, a family-based
approah is usually adopted to redue the number of trees to be reonstruted
(see 12.2).
In hapter 5 of the present thesis we have shown the feasibility of applying
a sophistiated pipeline to the reonstrution of large olletion of phylogenies
by ompiling the rst version of the human phylome, whih omprises more than
100,000 phylogeneti trees and 20,000 MSAs. Besides the usefulness derived from
suh data (farther disuss in next setions bellow), our methodology has illus-
trated that the most aurate phylogeneti methods an urrently be applied,
although at a high omputational ost, to genome-wide studies. To our knowl-
edge, the time invested in generating the human phylome represents the largest
omputational eort to reonstrut the evolutionary history of all human genes.
The importane of high quality approahes in moleular phylogeny has been
addressed many times . One of the key issues in this respet is that the evolution-
ary model should not be equally assumed for all gene phylogenies. Our pipeline
tested up to 5 protein evolutionary matries on more than 20,000 alignments
and found an heterogeneous distribution of models among dierent gene families,
proving that the general assumption of a xed model bloks the nding of the
best phylogeneti tree. Interestingly, the most representative model found in our
analysis, JTT (see 5.2), does not math with the one assumed in others projets.
Another important question onerning any large-sale analysis is the ost-
eetiveness of the approah. There is no doubt that the manual uration of
the results by human experts is the best approah to interpret and rene the
results; however, it is also evident that suh a methodology annot aount for
the exponential grow of urrent sequene and genome databases. In this respet,
the set of methods developed in this thesis form a fully automati pipeline that
inludes also the automati extration of relevant information from large olle-
tion of trees. We believe this to represent an important advantage in the genome
era.
However, it must be noted that our approah needs a level of omputer power
that is still far from the reah of standard desktop omputers. Running our
pipeline over all protein-oding genes in the human genome requires massive om-
putational resoures inluding the Mare Nostrum superomputer of the Barelona
Superomputing enter (up 2 months of ontinuous parallel omputing on ~200
modern proessors).. Our urrent projets, whih are populating the PhylomeDB
database are running on a luster of 200 64 bits CPU at CIPF and in the Mare
Nostrum superomputer through several approved projets.
12.2 Gene-based versus family-based approahes
Two main approahes an be onsidered to reonstrut the evolutionary history
of all genes of an organism, these are, namely gene-based or family-based. In the
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former , idependent phylogenies are inferred for every single gene, whereas the
latter strategy relies on a previous grouping of sequenes into families and the
subsequent reonstrution of a single phylogeny per family. The main dierene
between both methods is that the family-based approah does not produe (or
should not produe) redundant information, sine eah sequene is only present in
a single phylogeny. By ontrast, gene trees inferred from losely related sequenes
would generally lead into quite similar or even equal topologies.
At rst glane, redundany may present obvious drawbaks. For instane,
the omputational ost of the overall analysis will be signiantly greater in a
gene-based approah than in family-based one , simply beause the same data
is proessed several times. Moreover, the automati interpretation of gene trees
beomes substantially more omplex, sine it will have to takle with dupliated
or, even worst, unmathing results.
However, despite these drawbaks, redundany an be ertainly useful to to
avoid some of the problems assoiated to the family-based approah. Let us rst
take a look to the drawbaks assoiated to a family-based approah. Families
of sequenes are usually automatially inferred by methods based on all-against-
all similarity sequene omparisons . Suh omparisons, whih form a distane
matrix among all sequenes, are used to reate a network (a graph) in whih nodes
are the sequenes and edges the degree of similarity among them. Subsequently,
the network is automatially proessed to detet groups of sequenes(modules)
that are more onneted among them than to any other group. These modules are
onsidered gene families. Most of the drawbaks of this approah are assoiated
to the initial presumption that a single phylogeneti tree (and the orresponding
MSA) an model the evolution of sometimes very large families, inluding singular
ases of sequenes from the same family that are barely similar. The onsequene
of this are poor alignments and a higher rate of tree artifats. In addition, the
detetion of families onstitutes an added soure of omplexity.
Alternatively, the gene-based approah allow us to split big families into many
overlapping gene phylogenies, ensuring that all the sequenes inluded in the
analysis are signiantly similar to the seed gene (the one used to searh for
homologs). We have found this approah to produe quite reliable results by
onsidering that the most aurate representation of a gene evolutionary history
is within its own phylogeny, obviating that the same gene is also present in other
trees.
Overall, we think that, although the family-based strategy is aurate enough
for most of the neessities, the redundany assoiated to gene trees an be ex-
ploited to obtain more preise estimates. For example, it would be interesting to
evaluate whether redundany an be applied to provide a level of support to the
predition of orthologs.
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12.3 The Tree of Life
The Tree of Life (TOL) is a metaphor oined by Charles Darwin to express
the idea that the evolution of all speies an be expressed as diotomi tree
with a single ommon root (anestor). In suh a tree struture, eah internal
node is onsidered as an anestral organism, whereas leafs represent the modern
speies. Although deiphering the TOL is a major task in biology, many im-
portant branh points remain urrently unlear . Moleular phylogenetis have
ontributed to eluidate many speies relationships, however, how an phyloge-
nomis ontributes to the study of the speies relationships?
It exists several approahes that aim to ompile the data oming from dierent
phylogeneti soures into a single speies tree: namely super-trees, onatenation
of sequene alignments, gene ontent analysis or whole genome trees . Among
them, onatenation is probably the most extended one, sine in priniple, it
allows for more robust and representative phylogenies by inreasing the number
of informative sites in the analysis. The usual proedure onsists of perform-
ing a series of independent multiple alignments inluding dierent sets of genes,
onatenate the resulting aligned sequenes, and build a larger alignment that is
subsequently used to infer a single phylogeneti tree. The inlusion of data from
various soures allow us to amplify the global phylogeneti signal and to inrease
the resolving power, for example, when the signal is masked by homoplasy.
However, in order to onatenate alignments, they ideally have to ontent an
equal number of sequenes, that of the number of speies. Hene, alignments
onstruted from larger or smaller sets of homologous sequenes are disarded
from onatenation. In other words, only those gene families onserved in sin-
gle opy aross all speies are suseptible to be used by onatenation meth-
ods.Unavoidably, the number of genes meeting suh ondition dereases as the
number of speies inluded grows. To attenuate this eet, genes absent in a
few genomes an be inluded by introduing gaps in the speies missing them
and methods to selet one gene from few reent paralogs an be applied. For
instane, in a reently reported tree of life inluding 191 speies, only 31 genes
were used . This has raised some ritiism as to whether suh a redued number
of genes an fairly represent the evolution of whole genomes. Redued gene sets
are subjet to biases aused by gene-sampling eets or by dierenes in lengths,
sine house-keeping, widespread genes, and speially those with long sequenes,
ontribute with a higher amount of information.
In this thesis we have explored the possibilities that the analysis of omplete
phylomes (not biased by subsets of genes) may oers to the resolution of the
TOL. Our results have revealed that, in spite of a genome-wide perspetive,
a high variability (even more than expeted) is found among the phylogenies of
dierent genes. Indeed, the high level of inongruene found for the three seleted
senarios onsidered in hapter 5(see 5.3) suggests that urrent phylogenomis
will probably fail into solving other unertainties in the TOL.
However, a reent study has revealed a high level of ompatibility between on-
atenation approahes and the support extrated from the analysis of phylomes
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(Maret-Houben and Gabaldón, 2007). In suh work, several fungal phylomes
were reonstruted following the general pipeline desribed in this thesis. Paral-
lel, a onatenated alignment was reated from 69 widespread genes presenting
a single ortholog aross at least58 out of the 60 fungal organisms onsidered.
Authors inferred a speies tree from the onatenated analysis using ML, and
provided two types of support values for eah branh: a parametri bootstrap,
and the frequeny with whih the same monophyleti partition was found on the
omplete phylome landsape (phylome support). Interestingly, although phy-
lome support yielded the same high levels of topologial visibilities, the most
represented topology in the phylome landsape was always oinident with the
topology inferred by the onatenated alignment. Only in two ases, in whih
speies relationships are largely debated, partitions on the onatenation-tree
were not supported by the most represented senario in the phylome landsape.
12.4 Improving orthology preditions
The importane of orthologs has been disussed in dierent parts of this thesis
1.2.1, 5.4). An immediate appliation derived from the availability of a omplete
phylome is the possibility of deriving orthology and paralogy relationships as in-
ferred from the gene phylogenies. We addressed the genome-wide identiation
of orthology and provided a full atalog of the human orthology and paralogy
relationships on 38 speies (5.4). Our omparisons have also shown the phylome-
based preditions to overome the auray of the most extended methodologies
when they are applied on intriate ases (Figure 5.3). Interestingly, among the
three phylogeneti methods inluded in the omparison, only the phylogeneti
trees reonstruted following statistial approahes (Ensembl used ML and Phy-
lome preditions used ML and Bayesian) were able to overome the similarity
based methods. By ontrast, phylogeneti trees reonstruted using NJ (PGT
in Figure), produed an high number of false positives, thus suggesting that the
quality of the phylogeny is ruial to obtain reliable results.
We have previously disussed the importane that predition methods ould
beome fully automati. In this respet, our implementation of the speies-
overlap algorithm have shown very good levels of auray and tolerane to phy-
logeneti artifats as ompared to other alternatives. For example, in a reent
study [Maret-Houben and Gabaldón℄ , the auray of the speies-overlap
strategy and that from the strit reoniliation methods have been evaluated for
a set of fungal orthology relationships, nding that sensitivity of the former is
muh lower than the speies-overlap (See Figure 12.1).
In summary, we an onlude that the ombination of high quality phylomes
and automati interpretation of phylogenies provides a valuable framework to in-
rease the resolution of urrent orthology preditions (for example by distinguish-
ing among many-to-many and one-to-many relationships) and for its appliation
to non-model or new sequened organisms.
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Figure 12.1: Comparison of two phylogeny-based methods for orthology detetion:
strit reoniliation and speies overlap. Speies overlap preditions were performed
by following the algorithm presented in this thesis and implemented in ETE (Chapter 8).
Analysis and Figure obtained from (Maret-Houben and Gabaldón, 2007).
12.5 Studying the evolution of gene expression
Several methologial dierenes an be found between the analyses presented in
hapter 5 and previous studies on the same area.
First, the use phylogeneti methods provides a broader perspetive on the gene
dupliation proess, allowing, for example, to identify many-to-many paralogy
relationships rather only one-to-one. The fat of onsidering multiple paralogs
under the same dupliation events allow us to onsider more omplex senarios
of gene expression variants.
Another aspet, disussed also in hapter 6, is the method used to estimate
the age of the dupliations events. We have found that dS ratios (mostly used in
similar studies) an present many drawbaks when they are used as proxies to the
divergene time. Again, we think that a phylogeneti view an better estimate
the relative time in whih a dupliation or speiation took plae in the evolution.
Our method have onsidered 9 main periods in the evolution of eukaryotes to
perform the analysis.
The degree of variability assoiated with miroarray experiments ould ause
the over or under estimation of expression dierenes found between genes. In
order to minimize suh eets, we used two data sets oming from the same
laboratory and that were performed under the same onditions and platforms. In
addition, all our analysis have only foused on the presene or absene expression
proles of genes aross tissues, disarding the dierenes among the levels of
expression. We onsider this a more onservative way that aounts only for the
more evident dierenes.
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Another important aspet taken into aount is the possible biased introdued
when omparing two dierent data sets . In this respet, the analysis requiring
the omparisons between inter-speies and intra-speies estimation of expression
dierenes, were redened to inlude only a single type omparisons. For exam-
ple, in the ase of the orthologs versus paralogs omparison, the tissue expression
omplementarity of paralogs (intra-speies estimates) was alulated using the
intra-speies paralogy relationships. In other words, onsidering as paralog the
mouse ortholog of the atual human paralog. Furthermore, dierenes between
orthologs and paralogs were alulated in terms of their distribution of expression
omplementarity values rather than in absolute terms.
12.6 A model for the evolution of tissue expres-
sion and its impliations for gene retention
after dupliation
Expression similarity among dupliated genes, measured as the orrelation oe-
ient between their transription patterns, has been reported to derease linearly
as the divergene time inreases . Suh a linear orrelation implies that ex-
pression dierenes have been aumulated during the ourse of evolution in a
lokwise fashion , somehow suggesting a neutral geneti drift on the gene expres-
sion pattern of genes . This idea has attrated onsiderable attention and several
neutralisti models have been indeed developed. However, if we onsider that
variations on gene expression patterns an be regarded as funtional hanges, the
expression divergene among paralogs an be better understood under the sub
and neo-funtionalization hypotheses. Aording to suh models, the retention
of dupliated genes would ome from the aquisition of novel transription pat-
terns or, in the ase of sub-funtionalization, from omplementary patterns that
render both dupliates indispensable to perform the original funtion. In either
ase, the dierential expression prole would be subjeted to positive seletion
and the retention of both genes would be favored.
Considering this, how does this model t with the linear inrease of expres-
sion hanges observed among paralogs? We postulate that not all expression
divergene is atually aounting for the retention of dupliates. Thus, while
most of transriptional hanges might be under neutral evolution, only part of
them would be under positive seletion. We have isolated the espeial ase of
expression divergene that leads into omplementary spatial patterns among du-
pliates, whih represents a lear senario favoring their retention, and we have
found no linear orrelation between the age of dupliates and the level of tissue
expression omplementarity. By ontrast, similar levels are found among most of
the periods onsidered. Only dupliates assoiated to very old or very reent pe-
riods showed distint distributions of expression omplementarity. Interestingly,
when the same analysis is repeated over the gene expression similarity rather than
omplementarity, we reprodue the previous observations of linear orrelation.
In summary, we propose that a mixed model ould be operating on the evolu-
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tion of the transriptome. First, the surprising level of tissue expression omple-
mentarity we have found between orthologs suggests that hanges in the expres-
sion pattern of genes are indeed expeted to our in a rather frequent fashion
during the ourse of evolution. Suh hanges an be the result of mutations in
the promoter regions or in any regulatory fator aeting its pattern of the gene
expression, and they would our in a (mostly) random way.
After the dupliation of a gene, the resulting dupliates will evolve indepen-
dently in terms of their pattern of tissue expression (just like any other gene),
but they will be initially have more hane of loosing one the redundant opies.
The inherent expression divergene assumed by the model an eventually lead
to the situation in whih the original and neessary expression pattern is only
possible by the ombination of both dupliates (sub-speialization) or that a
new and favorable expression pattern is aquired by one of the dupliates (neo-
funtionalization). Note that this holds even if both dupliates perform exatly
the same funtion and even if their oding sequenes are idential, sine the mere
dierenes on gene expression patterns may onstitute a fator to onserve both
dupliates. In suh a ase, the retention of both dupliates and their omplemen-
tary pattern will be favored by the evolution. This would explain the observed
higher degree of omplementarity observed between paralogs as ompared to or-
thologs. Furthermore, another result that supports this idea is the fat that
many of the omplementarity found between human-mouse paralogs were likely
aquired prior to the divergene of these two lineages.
That the proess of tissue expression divergene has likely failitated the re-
tention of dupliated genes does not neessarily imply that all retained dupliates
might have undergone suh proess, or that the omplementarity observed nowa-
days is the one that favored its retention. The random drift initially assumed
an indeed aount for muh variability aross the evolution of genes. We found,
for example, many ases in whih the observed speiity annot explain the
retention of the dupliated genes, simply beause the dupliation is muh more
anient than the origin of the spei tissue itself. Our model predits that many
of the tissue-expression omplementarity that failitated in the past the retention
of dupliates have likely been shaped during the ourse of evolution.
12.7 Future perspetives on the use of phylomes
An attrative feature of the methods presented in this thesis is their high level of
ustomization and extensibility. This an be niely illustrated by the fat that,
only a year after the publiation of the human phylome (Huerta-Cepas et al.,
2007), similar pipelines have been suessfully applied to other organisms and
senarios. Some of suh phylomes respond to our own researh interests and oth-
ers have been instigated through ollaborations with other groups. For example,
the methods presented here are being suessfully applied to the detetion of Hor-
izontal Gene Transfer, orthology predition on non-model speies or funtional
annotation of new organisms. In addition, many of these projets use PhylomeDB
to alloate their results. Table 12.1 shows a list of new phylomes that are also
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being integrated in phylomeDB for its publi use.
speies name
sp.
range
models
status
Homo sapiens 39 JTT, WAG, B62, VT, MtRev
Huerta-Cepas, et al
2007
Saaromyes
erevisiae
60 JTT, WAG, B62, VT submited
Saaromyes
erevisiae
21 JTT, WAG, B62, VT submited
Saaromyes
erevisiae
12 JTT, WAG, B62, VT submited
Saaromyes
erevisiae
12 JTT, WAG, B62, VT submited
Candida glabrata 60 JTT, WAG, B62, VT in preparation
Drosophila
melanogaster
24 JTT, WAG, B62, VT in preparation
Candida albians 60 JTT,WAG, B62, VT in preparation
Aspergillus terreus 60 JTT,WAG, B62, VT in preparation
Aspergillus gossipy 60 JTT,WAG, B62, VT in preparation
Magnaporthe grisea ? JTT,WAG, B62, VT in preparation
Salinibater ruber 426 JTT, WAG, VT submited
Salinibater M8 426 JTT, WAG, VT submited
Table 12.1: List of phylomes urrently (September 10, 2008) hosted in phylomeDB.
'speies name' is the organism whose gene was used as seed in the phylogeneti pipeline;
'sp. range' is the number of speies onsidered in the analysis; 'trees' is the total number
of phylogenies reonstruted; 'models' are the evolutionary models tested by the pipeline;
and 'status' is the urrent status (published, in preparation, submitted) of the phylome
analysis.
Comparative phylogenomis
The possibility of reonstruting whole phylomes from omplete genomes faili-
tates the ustomary use of phylogeneti methods in the framework of omparative
genomis. This is extremely useful when a omparative study aims to help in the
haraterization of a reently sequened genome. Through a ollaboration with
Dr. Josefa Anton (University of Aliante), we have been involved in the har-
aterization of a new strain (named M8) of the Salinibater ruber speies, an
organism adapted to hypersaline environments. This organism shares its habitat
with extremely halophili Arhaea speies, providing a suitable senario for an in-
ter domain Horizontal Gene Transfer (HGT). The genomi analysis of the unique
known strain of S.ruber, M31, suggested that this was indeed the ase, although at
a more modest frequeny as initially expeted . The sequening of a new genome
from a distint subspeies allow us to investigate dierenes on suh proess at
a more detailed level. To do so, we reonstruted both subspeies phylomes (M8
and M31) in a ontext of 426 baterial and arhaeal organisms. Subsequently,
the same methodology desribed was applied on phylomes, deteting a total of 40
andidates well supported by the phylogeneti analysis. Interestingly, 6 of suh
ases were spei to the new strain (M8), while 18 from the previously reported
in M31 were absent in M8. Some of the andidates were indeed learly identi-
ed as arhaeal spei genes. Is the ase of the gene oding for halorhodopsin,
a retinal hloride pump that had not been desribed so far in any baterial or
eukaryal genome.
Phylomes and the speies overlap algorithm served also to identify 25 dupli-
ation ourred in the M8 but not in M31, as well as M31 intra-spei. The
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same analysis was used to establish all the orthology relationships among both
strains and to identify their strain-spei genes.
Phylomes for genome funtional annotation pipelines.
A phylome an be useful from the very early stages after a genome sequene have
been assembled. We have realized that the use of phylogeny-based orthology
preditions in the early funtional annotation of sequened genomes an read-
ily improve the level of annotation of published genomes. The low rate of false
positive preditions ahieved by phylogeny-based methods (see benhmarks 5.3,
12.1) makes them espeially suited for ases in whih orthology predition is used
for the transfer of funtional annotations among model speies. In suh ases,
minimizing the level of wrong assignments, whih will lead to wrong annotations,
is more important than reahing a high overage at a ost of many false assign-
ments. The phylome-based strategy presented in this thesis is being evaluated for
the automati annotation of some ongoing genome sequening projets inluding
the pea aphid A. pisum and the trematode Shistosoma mansonii.
Other appliations.
z Continuing in the diretion of the analysis of the gene dupliation proess,
we are using a speially suited version of the human phylome to explore
the seletive pressures ourring aross the human linage on dupliated
branhes. To this end, phylogeneti trees are used to loalize the dupliation
events and paralogs are searhed for positive or relaxed seletion.
z MANTIS (Tzika et al., 2008) is a database for the evolutionary informa-
tion for (i) gene gains and losses, (ii) gene ontent of anestral organisms
and (iii) funtional proles and tissue spei variations. MANTIS uses
phylogeneti trees and a maximum-likelihood funtion to infer suh data.
The use of the phylogeneti trees reonstruted in the human phylome have
provided a substantial improvement in the quality of the results (personal
ommuniation).
z PeroxisomeDB (Shlüter et al., 2006) is a database that inludes the om-
plete peroxisomal proteome of Homo sapiens and Saharomyes erevisiae,
by gathering, updating and integrating the available geneti and funtional
information on peroxisomal genes. Phylogeneti data was obtained the
pipeline presented in this thesis.
z We have reonstruted the Drosophila Melanogaster phylome overing all
the urrent fully sequened Drosophila speies. This phylome is being used
to explore the spei relationships among the genomes of lose related
speies.
Chapter 13
Conlusions
1. We have shown the feasibility of reonstruting omplex phylomes, om-
prising the evolutionary histories of all genes from a given speies and their
homologs in dozens of other genomes. The pipeline and genome sampling
is fully automated and an easily be tailored for spei needs, therefore
paving the way for the reonstrutions of other phylomes using dierent pa-
rameters or speies sampling. Beause of its signiane, we have initially
applied this pipeline to the human genome.
2. The analysis of the Human Phylome reinfore the older view that topologi-
al dierenes among phylogenies of proteins are to be expeted even in the
absene of HGT and undersore the danger of gene-sampling eets when
ombining the phylogeneti signals of several genes . We share the view
of others that there is an urgent need for improved models of moleular
evolution that aount for the inherent phylogeneti noise in the protein
reord and of new genomi haraters that are less prone to homoplasti
eets.
3. We have developed a exible algorithm that allows to automatially extrat
the evolutionary events (speiation and dupliation) from large olletion of
gene phylogenies. Our phylogeny-based approah have shown to overome
urrent similarity-based methods when they are applied to the identiation
of intriate orthology relationships. The full atalog of predited human
orthology and paralogy relationships has been also supplied.
4. We have shown the main drawbaks of dS (synonymous substitution rates)
used as a time estimator. We have suggested an alternative phylogeny based
approah.
5. We have onluded that the evolution gene expression patterns among par-
alogs might be regarded under a mixed model that aounts for both neutral
and non-neutral variations.
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6. We have developed a publi database ontaining the phylogeneti trees,
multiple sequene alignments, and orthology/paralogy preditions from a
number of phylomes (http://phylomedb.bioinfo.ipf.es)
7. We have released ETE, a pakage of bioinformati tools and programming
libraries for tree management and visualization.
Appendix A
Resumen en astellano
A.1 Seuenias moleulares, logenia y Bioinfor-
mátia
La biología moleular es el ampo enargado de estudiar la organizaión y el
funionamiento de los elementos más pequeños que omponen la vida, las lla-
madas (maro) moléulas. Dentro de esta amplia deniión se engloban multitud
de proesos y elementos que denen, en último termino, la intrinada maquinaria
elular. Sin embargo, entre todas estas relaiones, la intima onexión existente
entre los genes (ADN) y la síntesis de proteínas destaa espeialmente. En es-
enia, el ADN es la maromoléula que odia toda la informaión neesaria
para onstruir las proteínas; y son estas últimas las que omponen el atálogo de
funiones disponible en una élula.
Ambos tipos de moléulas basan su omposiión en la polimerizaión de un
número limitado de omponentes que, a modo de eslabones, onforman largas
adenas. En el aso de los genes, los eslabones son llamados nuleótidos; mientras
que las proteínas están ompuestas de amino áidos. Así, la ordenaión espeía
de nuleótidos o aminoáidos es el únio aspeto que distingue un gen (o proteína)
de otros. Por este motivo, el onoimiento de su seuenia representa una valiosa
fuente de informaión aera de su funión espeía.
La tarea de desubrir la seuenia de un gen (y por tanto de la proteína que
odia) se onoe omo proeso de seueniaión, y las ténias para llevarlo
a abo han avanzado a pasos agigantados en las últimas déadas. En onreto,
el desarrollo de métodos de seueniaión a gran esala ha permitido, desde no
más de un par de déadas, determinar ya no la seuenia de unos uantos genes,
sino la del genoma ompleto de un organismo. Sin duda, estos avanes han tenido
una gran reperusión en muhas áreas de la biología, ya que los datos generados
onstituyen la informaión primaria que distingue a espeies e inluso individuos.
Uno de los ampos más diretamente afetados por esta reiente disponibil-
idad de genomas ompletos ha sido la logenia. Existente desde las teorías de
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Darwin, la logenia es el ampo dentro de la biología dediado al estudio de las
relaiones evolutivas entre diferentes espeies, siendo los árboles logenétios su
instrumento más araterístio. Durante muho tiempo, dihas relaiones se han
venido estableiendo mediante la uidadosa omparaión de aquellos arateres
morfológios que eran onsiderados homólogos entre organismos. Sin embargo,
la mayoría de estos estudios han trasladado sus métodos haia perspetivas más
moleulares. La omparaión de genes y proteínas permite un nivel de resoluión
muho mayor que el aportado por los arateres morfológios, ya que, ada resid-
uo (nuleótido o amino áido que ompone una seuenia) es onsiderado omo
un aráter independiente que puede ser omparado on sus homólogos en otras
espeies.
Este aumento de preisión onlleva, no obstante, un aumento de omplejidad
en los análisis. Las adenas de nuleótidos y amino áidos pueden llegar a ser
extremadamente largas (hasta deenas de miles de posiiones), por lo que, hoy
en día, su estudio no puede ser onebido sin la ayuda de ordenadores y algoritmos
informátios. La estreha relaión entre la informátia y los estudios evolutivos
basados en datos genómios ha ontribuido en gran medida a la formaión y
desarrollo de un área onoida omo Bioinformátia, dediada a la apliaión de
métodos omputaionales a problemas biológios. Así, la inferenia de logenias
moleulares se sustenta sobre una serie análisis omputaionales enadenados que
omponen un protoolo de trabajo bastante estandarizado:
En primer lugar, es neesario ontar on un grupo de seuenias relaionadas
evolutivamente sobre las uales deseamos onoer sus relaiones de parenteso. A
ontinuaión, estas seuenias han de ser alineadas para estableer las orrespon-
denias de homología entre ada uno de sus residuos. El resultado de este paso
es una matriz, llamada alineamiento múltiple de seuenias, en las que ada nu-
leótido o amino áido es oloado justo enima de su orrespondiente homólogo
en el resto de seuenias. Cuando el residuo homólogo no existe en alguna de las
seuenias, un hueo es insertado en su lugar. Finalmente, para deduir las rela-
iones entre las adenas, es neesario apliar un método de inferenia logenétia
que, mediante la omparaión de todos las posiiones del alineamiento, dedue
la distania evolutiva entre todas las seuenias. El resultado es típiamente rep-
resentado en forma de un árbol diotómio onoido omo árbol logenétio. En
la atualidad, existen bastantes algoritmos para alinear automátiamente grupos
extensos de seuenias, y un amplio abanio de métodos para inferir árboles lo-
genétios. En general, estos últimos se dividen en tres grandes grupos: los basados
en parsimonia (poo usados), los basados en métodos de distania (muy exten-
didos pero poo preisos) y los estadístios (los más preisos pero muy ostosos
omputaionalmente)
A.2 Homología, Paralogía y Ortología
Un aspeto importante a tener en uenta en ualquier estudio logenétio basado
en seuenias es que el análisis sólo tiene sentido en el ontexto de seuenias
relaionadas evolutivamente. Diha ondiión es formalmente expresada mediante
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el termino homología . La mayor parte de los métodos para detetar seuenias
potenialmente homólogas se basan en test estadístios que evalúan el grado de
similitud entre sus residuos.
La relaión de homología entre dos seuenias puede ser debida a dos tipos
de proesos: (i) un proeso de espeiaión que provoó la divergenia independi-
ente de dos genomas (y de todas sus seuenias) (ii) un proeso de dupliaión
génia que dio lugar a dos opias de la misma seuenia que divergieron omo
genes independientes. En el primer aso, la relaión de homología es onoida
omo ortología; mientras que para el segundo se utiliza el término paralogía. La
distinión entre ambos tipos obra espeial importania para estudiar proesos
onretos omo la apariión de nuevos genes y funiones, o para estableer las
orrespondenias entre genes de diferentes organismos.
A.3 Filogenómia, lomas y variabilidad logenéti-
a
La revoluión ourrida en el ampo de la seueniaión genómia ha generado una
explosión de datos. Sólo en los últimos 10 años, el número de espeies totalmente
seuenias ha pasado de una deena a asi el millar. De auerdo a la base de datos
GOLD (Genome OnLine Database) , era de otros 2000 proyetos están hoy en
marha. Tal antidad de informaión ha generado un onjunto de áreas onoido
omo 'omias'. En su mayoría, las ómias son variantes de ampos ya existentes
que han extendido su visión haia una perspetiva más amplia (genómia) por
medio de la integraión de toda la informaión onerniente a un organismo.
Así, la logenómia, área en dónde se enuadra esta tesis, es entendida omo la
variante de la logenia que basa sus estudios en el uso de grandes antidades de
seuenias.
Los datos obtenidos por medio de las ómias son a menudo nombrados medi-
ante el sujo 'oma'. Así, el onjunto de genes de un organismo es su genoma; el
onjunto de proteínas es su proteoma; el onjunto de interaiones entre la pro-
teínas es su interatoma; y el onjunto de logenias de los genes de una espeie
es llamado loma. El onepto de loma onstituye el tema entral de esta tesis.
Aunque su reonstruión y análisis representan un valioso reurso para el estu-
dio de muhos proesos evolutivos, su uso ha estado tradiionalmente impedido
por un alto oste omputaional.
Una de sus apliaiones más diretas puede enontrarse en el ampo de la
taxonomía. Dado que los lomas ontienen la historia evolutiva de todos los genes
de un organismo, éstos podrían determinar más preisamente las relaiones entre
espeies. Sin embargo, se ha omprobado en numerosas oasiones que el análisis de
dos seuenias de un mismo organismo puede llevar a resultados inompatibles
entre sí. Es por ello que surja la siguiente pregunta: ¾podría el uso de lomas
ompletos aumentar la señal logenétia? Esta posibilidad ha sido uestionada
en varias oasiones, y si bien un aumento en la antidad de informaión puede
ontribuir a aumentar las señal del estudio, éste también puede aumentar el ruido,
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y por tanto, la inongruenia entre resultados. A lo largo del Capítulo 5 de esta
tesis, se explora la posibilidad de usar los lomas omo instrumento de mediión
de variabilidad logenétia.
A.4 Dupliaión génia y evoluión de genomas
La dupliaión génia onstituye el sustrato prinipal por el que la evoluión
rea y modela nuevas funiones en los genomas . Esto se explia debido a que
la eventual dupliaión de un gen da lugar a un estado de redundania genétia
que puede ser aprovehado para explorar las ventajas de ambios genétios sin
neesidad de alterar la funionalidad original. Cuando estos ambios aportan al-
guna ventaja al individuo, el gen dupliado se retiene en el genoma y es heredado
por las siguientes generaiones. Por esta razón, el estudio del proeso de dupli-
aión génia representa un exelente ontexto para entender la divergenia entre
genomas ompletos, y omo éstos adquieren nuevas araterístias y funiones.
Existen dos hipótesis prinipales para expliar la retenión de genes dupli-
ados en los genomas: Los llamados modelos de sub- y neo-funionalizaión. El
primero de ellos postula que uando un gen se duplia, sendas opias pueden
evoluionar hasta adquirir patrones funionales omplementarios, situaión en la
que la funión original sólo puede ser llevada a abo mediante la ombinaión de
ambas opias. Por el ontrario, la neo-funionalizaión predie que mientras una
de las opias retiene la funión original, su dupliado es libre de evoluionar hasta
adquirir un nuevo rol en el genoma. En ualquiera de los dos asos, la retenión
de ambas opias se vería favoreida a lo largo de la evoluión.
A.5 Expresión divergente entre genes dupliados
La expresión génia puede ser perfetamente entendida omo un aspeto fun-
ional, ya que ésta dene, por ejemplo, el patrón temporal y espaial en el
que un gen desarrolla sus aiones. Es por ello que los modelos de sub- y neo-
funionalizaión puedan ser apliados para entender la dinámia existente en los
patrones de expresión.
En el apítulo 7 de esta tesis se aborda, onretamente, la divergenia en el
patrón de expresión por tejidos que tiene lugar entre genes dupliados.
A.6 Reonstruión del loma humano
Al igual que otros resultados de aráter genómio (interatomas, metabolomas,
proteomas, et. ), el loma humano onstituye una importante fuente de in-
formaión para la araterizaión de nuestro genoma. En el Capítulo 5 hemos
abordado su reonstruión a gran esala mediante el uso de métodos logenéti-
os de gran preisión. El análisis ha sido llevado a abo en el ontexto de 38
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espeies euariotas que ubren un amplio rango de organismos modelo en inves-
tigaión. El proedimiento usado para onstruir las logenias inluye pasos omo
el preproesado de alineamientos, la evaluaión de distintos modelos evolutivos,
la estimaión de sitios invariantes y la inferenia mediante métodos estadísti-
os (máxima verosimilitud e inferenia bayesiana). En suma, el proedimiento
global ha sido diseñado para reproduir de forma automátia la seuenia de a-
iones que habría seguido un logenetista para realizar los análisis de la forma
más preisa posible. Estos métodos fueron apliados a los más de 20.000 genes
que omponen el genoma humano y se obtuvieron un total de 157,233 logenias
(evaluando diferentes modelos) y 21,278 alineamientos múltiples. La ejeuión de
todos los álulos llevó era de 2 meses de omputaión ontinuada en varios
súper-ordenadores (200 CPU paralelas).
A.7 Estudio de variabilidad logenétia
Se realizaron dos análisis topológios sobre la totalidad de árboles obtenidos en
el loma humano:
En primer lugar, el onjunto de logenias fueron evaluadas para desubrir
posibles irrupiones en las relaiones taxonómias más laramente estableidas
y que pudieran, por tanto, indiar asos de transferenia horizontal de genes.
Aunque un pequeño numero de estos asos pudo ser detetado, ninguno de ellos
presentaba un soporte estadístio suiente para ser onsistente.
Por otro lado, la apliaión de la logenómia al estudio taxonómio permite
obtener una visión general del tipo y grado de señal evolutiva presente en todos
los genes de un organismo. Ya que las relaiones entre algunas de las espeies
inluidas en el loma humano no están aún totalmente resueltas, su estudio lo-
genómio podría proporionar más informaión al respeto. Con esta nalidad, se
llevó a abo un segundo estudio topológio entrado en tres aspetos espeíos y
ampliamente disutidos en la literatura : la posiión relativa de nemátodos, or-
dados y artrópodos; las relaiones entre roedores, primates y laurasiaterios; y la
agrupaión de opistoontos y amebozoos. El resultado, en resumen, mostró una
elevada variabilidad, más inluso de la esperada, el los tres esenarios. Aunque
en todos los asos una de las hipótesis siempre se mostró sobrerepresentada, las
diferenias frente al resto no fueron suientemente signiativas. Así, lejos de
lariar las relaiones entre los esenarios evaluados, este resultado pone en ev-
idenia la falta de potenia (inluso a esala genómia) de los métodos atuales
para diluidar algunas de la problemátias atuales en taxonomía.
A.8 Filomas apliados a la prediión de ortología
Dada la gran antidad de tiempo y reursos omputaionales asoiados a la re-
onstruión logenétia, las prediiones de ortología (un onepto puramente
evolutivo) entre genes de diferentes espeies se realiza, normalmente, mediante
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enfoques menos ostosos omo los basados en similitud de seuenia. Aunque es-
tos métodos son más rápidos y bastante ables, han mostrado también iertos
inonvenientes a la hora de desubrir relaiones muy intrinadas entre genes.
Con el n de aprovehar la informaión evolutiva presente en el loma hu-
mano, en esta tesis se ha presentado un método alternativo de prediión de
ortología basado en la interpretaión automátia de árboles logenétios (ver
método en 11.1). Brevemente, nuestro algoritmo analiza la topología de las lo-
genias e inere los eventos evolutivos basándose en el nivel de solapamiento entre
las espeies agrupadas por ramas hermanas. Nuestros resultados han arrojado un
signiativo inremento de preisión y poder preditivo en omparaión on el
resto de proedimientos (ver 5.3).
A.9 Identiaión y datado de eventos de dupli-
aión génia
La posibilidad de onoer la edad del evento de dupliaión que originó a dos genes
atuales supone una gran ventaja en el estudio de la evoluión de los genomas. No
obstante, el momento en el que una dupliaión génia tuvo lugar sólo puede ser
inferido mediante estudios indiretos. Por ejemplo, el método más extendido para
realizar este tipo de análisis se basa en el grado de divergenia sinónima entre
dos seuenias. La divergenia sinónima es entendida omo la tasa de mutaiones
sinónimas (dS) (ambios en odones sin efeto sobre el amino áido que odian)
aumuladas entre dos seuenias. Ya que los ambios sinónimos no afetan al nivel
de adaptaión del individuo, generalmente se asume que éstos se aumulan de
forma linear en el tiempo. Así, onoiendo la tasa de ambios no sinónimos entre
dos genes, podemos obtener una medida relativa de su tiempo de divergenia. Sin
embargo, el uso de dS para estableer el tiempo evolutivo entre seuenias muy
lejanas presenta iertos inonvenientes, ya que esta tasa se satura muy fáilmente
y puede llegar a ser muy variable.
En el Capítulo 6 se ha evaluado la posibilidad de usar el análisis de logenias
para obtener una estima más preisa de la edad de los eventos de dupliaión
génia. Para realizar la omparaión, se aluló el dS de 250 genes parálogos de
levadura uyo origen está estableido en un mismo punto evolutivo: la dupliaión
del genoma ompleto ourrida en el anestro de esta espeie hae unos 100Ma y
avalada por estudios de sintenia. Los resultados mostraron que, lejos de obtener
una distribuión homogénea de tasas, los 250 genes parálogos arrojaron una gran
variabilidad de valores dS. Esto puede dar idea de los inonvenientes derivados de
la presunión de linealidad entre dS y el tiempo de divergenia. Por el ontrario,
nuestras prediiones de tiempo derivadas del análisis topológio de logenias
mostraron una distribuión menos dispersa y orretamente entrada en el mo-
mento estimado para la dupliaión masiva que dio lugar a los 250 parálogos
(Figura 6.2).
La misma variabilidad de dS se observó en un análisis similar realizado sobre
los genes dupliados humanos que previamente se habían asignado, mediante
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métodos logenétios, a diferentes periodos evolutivos.
A.10 Evoluión de los perles de expresión entre
genes dupliados
Los ambios de expresión onstituyen un tipo de variaión funional muy omún
entre genes. Estos ambios pueden ser debidos a modiaiones en la antidad
de expresión o en su patrón espaio-temporal. Dado que los genes dupliados son
espeialmente suseptibles a jar ambios de funión, su estudio en el ontexto de
las variaiones transripionales resulta muy útil para entender tanto la dinámia
general de retenión de parálogos omo la evoluión de los patrones de expresión.
En el Capítulo 6 se han abordado varios análisis sobre el aso espeío de
divergenia en expresión que onlleva ambios en el patrón espaial de tejidos.
En primer lugar, se omparó el nivel de expresión omplementaria (número de
tejidos en los que se expresa un gen pero no otro) entre pares de genes parálogos
y ortólogos. Aunque el nivel observado fue bastante elevado en ambos asos, los
genes parálogos mostraron una mayor y signiativa predisposiión a adquirir (o
retener) patrones de expresión omplementarios. A diferenia de otros estudios
previos, no se observó orrelaión linear entre la omplementariedad de expresión
y la edad de los dupliados.
Finalmente, y on el n de estimar el momento relativo en el dos genes dupli-
ados podrían jar patrones omplementarios de expresión, se realizó un análisis
en el que se aluló la antidad y tipo de omplementariedad entre los parálogos
humanos y sus homólogos en ratón. El paralelismo mostrado entre ambas obser-
vaiones, uando existía omplementariedad entre genes humanos también existía
en ratón y la omplementariedad impliaba a los mismos tejidos, sugiere que la
omplementariedad tuvo que ser adquirida a priori del evento de espeiaión en-
tre la espeie humana y ratón. Sin embargo, y de forma interesante, fue posible
enontrar algunos ejemplos en los que la omplementariedad entre parálogos era
debida a tejidos muho más modernos que la propia dupliaión.
A.11 PhylomeDB y ETE, dos reursos públios
para el análisis logenómio
La utilidad de los datos genómios y la posibilidad de que éstos sean extendidos
o apliados a diferentes problemátias depende, en gran medida, de su disponibil-
idad. Por esa razón, uno de los objetivos de esta tesis ha sido promover el uso de
los datos generados y failitar el aeso a los métodos desarrollados. En el apítu-
lo 8 se desriben dos reursos logenómios que han sido puestos a disposiión de
la omunidad ientía: PhylomeDB y ETE (Environment for Tree Exploration).
PhylomeDB es una base de datos relaional que aloja las logenias y alin-
eamientos de seuenias derivados de la reonstruión de lomas ompletos. La
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base de datos puede ser onsultada vía web mediante un interfaz muy intuitivo
que permite tanto la desarga direta de informaión omo su visualizaión in-
terativa. Los árboles logenétios resultantes de todos los análisis (examinando,
por ejemplo, el ajuste de diferentes modelos evolutivos) y dos versiones (ruda
y proesada) de los alineamientos múltiples de seuenias están disponibles para
todos los lomas registrados. Además, las prediiones de ortología y paralogía
extraídas del análisis de ada loma pueden ser visualizadas sobre los mismos
árboles logenétios que se usaron para su identiaión.
ETE es un onjunto de librerías de programaión que pueden ser usadas para
explotar los métodos y análisis desarrollados en esta tesis. La funionalidad básia
de ETE onstituye un entorno de trabajo que failita el manejo, la manipulaión
y la visualizaión de árboles logenétios. Mediante una serie de paquetes extra,
ETE implementa además un buen número de algoritmos que ubren aspetos
omo la deteión de eventos evolutivos, el datado topológio de los mismos, el
enraizado de las logenias o su análisis visual. Además, ETE proporiona aeso
remoto a la base de datos phylomeDB, por lo que puede ser usado para explotar
de forma automátia los datos prealulados existentes en diha base de datos. En
la atualidad el paquete ETE está siendo utilizado por proyetos omo GEPAS o
Phylemon y puede ser desargado de http://bioinfo.ipf.es/downloads/ete.
A.12 Disusión global
A lo largo de esta tesis se han tratado uatro temas prinipales: (i) La reonstru-
ión ompleta del Filoma Humano mediante el uso de métodos logenétios de
alta preisión, (ii) el uso de lomas omo herramienta para la eslareer las rela-
iones evolutivas entre diferentes espeies y las relaiones de ortología y paralogía
entre sus genes, (iii) el estudio logenétio del proeso de dupliaión génia y
sus impliaiones en la evoluión de los perles de expresión entre genes parál-
ogos, (iv) y la onstruión de una base de datos públia y varias herramientas
bioinformátias que reopilan los resultados y métodos obtenidos en esta tesis.
Reonstruión de lomas
En uanto al primero de los objetivos, hemos demostrado que el uso de métodos
logenétios de alta preisión es hoy en día posible a nivel genómio, si bien a
un elevado oste omputaional. La reonstruión del loma humano llevó más
de dos meses de omputaión ontinuada en varios súper ordenadores, lo que
equivale aproximadamente a 2 años en una sola maquina. Esto supone el mayor
esfuerzo realizado hasta la feha para la reonstruión de la historia evolutiva de
todos los genes humanos. Además, la metodología desarrollada se está mostrando
muy útil en su apliaión a otros ontextos, espeies y esenarios evolutivos.
Por otro lado, la visión logenétia global aportada por el loma humano
nos ha permitido omprobar la existenia de una elevada variabilidad evolutiva
entre diferentes genes. Aunque esta variabilidad paree afetar prinipalmente a
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relaiones entre grupos taxonómios espeíos (oinidiendo on los asos más
debatidos), nuestros resultados sugieren que ha de prestarse espeial atenión
al grupo de genes que es usado para extraer onlusiones genómias, ya que
diferentes genes podrían estar sesgados haia hipótesis distintas.
Prediión de eventos de dupliaión y espeiaión.
La posibilidad de automatizar todos los pasos neesarios para reonstruir lomas
ompletos, así omo para derivar automátiamente algunos de los análisis, dota
al onjunto de métodos presentado en esta tesis de una exelente exibilidad. Por
ejemplo, su uso nos ha permitido obtener, de forma no supervisada, el atálogo
ompleto de ortólogos y parálogos de todo el genoma humano en un ontexto
de otras 38 espeies. Estas prediiones han mostrado, además, una mejora sus-
tanial en términos de sensitividad y poder preditivo on respeto a métodos
previos.
Nuestro punto de vista es que este tipo de metodología resulta muy útil, no
solo para mejorar las prediiones de ortología ya existentes, sino para ser apliado
de forma automátia a genomas de organismos no modelo o reién seueniados.
Un modelo mixto de evoluión de los perles de expresión
entre genes dupliados
Otro de los aspetos más relevantes tratados en esta tesis es la dinámia observa-
da en los patrones de expresión de genes dupliados. Para medir los ambios de
expresión en entre los genes, la mayoría de estudios realizados hasta la feha uti-
lizan el nivel de orrelaión entre los perles de expresión de dos genes dupliados
omo medida de divergenia. Muhos de estos trabajos han observado, además,
que existe una relaión linear inversa entre el nivel de divergenia de expresión y
tiempo, es deir, que los genes que han divergido durante más tiempo aumulan
una mayor diferenia en sus patrones de expresión. Esta observaión sugiere que
las variaiones de expresión podrían estar sujetas a un modelo de evoluión neu-
tra , por el que la mayor parte de los ambios de expresión serían evolutivamente
inouos y tenderían a aumularse on el tiempo. Ya que esto no es lo que ini-
ialmente esperaríamos bajo los modelos de sub- y neo-funionalizaión, nosotros
hemos sugerido (Capítulo 7) que diferentes tipos de expresión divergente podrían
estar atuando al mismo tiempo.
Para probar esta idea, los análisis presentados en el Capítulo 6 han tratado
de aislar un tipo onreto de expresión divergente que estaría, en prinipio, más
laramente asoiado a la retenión de dupliados: los ambios en el registro de
tejidos en el que se expresan un grupo de genes parálogos. Al ontrario de lo
observado en trabajos previos, nuestros resultados no muestran una orrelaión
signiativa entre el índie de omplementariedad de expresión por tejidos y el
tiempo de divergenia, apoyando así las prediiones de los modelos de sub- y
neo-funionalizaión. Además, las diferenias signiativas observadas entre la
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expresión omplementaria de parálogos y ortólogos sugieren que una fuerza se-
letiva está atuando en favor de los ambios de expresión en genes parálogos. Por
último, el relativamente orto espaio de tiempo en el que los parálogos tienden
a adquirir patrones de expresión omplementarios refuerza la idea de un modelo
de retenión de genes dupliados.
Por otro lado, el alto nivel de expresión omplementaria observado entre genes
ortólogos lleva a pensar que otro tipo de variaiones, esta vez neutrales, podría
estar atuando al mismo tiempo. En este sentido, el heho de haber enontrado
genes parálogos espeializados en tejidos muho más modernos que el propio
origen de su evento de dupliaión, sugiere un ierto grado de reilaje de los
patrones de expresión génia.
Como onlusión, nosotros proponemos un modelo mixto para la evoluión de
los perles de expresión, en el que ierto grado de variaión sería mayoritariamente
neutro, y otra parte estaría bajo presión seletiva.
A.13 Conlusiones
1. Mediante la reonstruión del Filoma Humano, hemos demostrado que es a-
tualmente posible reonstruir lomas ompletos apliando los métodos logenéti-
os más potentes hasta la feha. La metodología presentada se sustenta sobre una
línea de trabajo totalmente automatizada que abre amino haia su apliaión a
otras espeies o esenarios.
2. El análisis topológio del loma humano ha reforzado la vieja idea de que
diferentes genes de un mismo organismo pueden apuntar haia historias evolutivas
ontraditorias, inluso en ausenia de transferenia horizontal de genes. Nosotros
ompartimos la visión de otros trabajos previos de que estos problemas sólo
pueden ser resueltos mediante mejoras en los métodos y modelos de análisis.
3. Hemos implementado un algoritmo apaz de extraer automátiamente la
informaión más relevante de grandes antidades de árboles logenétios. Este
método ha mostrado mejoras en las prediiones de ortología y paralogía uando
es apliado a asos en los que el resto de métodos se omportan irregularmente.
Proponemos, por ello, el uso de logenias de alta alidad para estableer dihas
relaiones entre nuevas espeies, o para mejorar las prediiones ya existentes.
4. Hemos disutido los inonvenientes de usar las tasas de ambios sinónimos
(dS) omo preditores del tiempo de divergenia entre genes dupliados. Como
alternativa, proponemos el uso de logenias para detetar y datar los eventos de
dupliaión.
5. Las observaiones obtenidas del análisis evolutivo de los patrones de ex-
presión entre genes dupliados nos ha llevado a proponer un modelo mixto de
evoluión, en el que los variaiones de expresión pueden ser tanto neutras omo
favorables para la retenión de parálogos.
6. Hemos desarrollado una base de datos relaional que aloja toda la infor-
maión obtenida del loma humano, así omo de nuevos lomas. Todos los ár-
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boles logenétios, alineamientos de seuenias y prediiones de ortología están
disponibles públiamente en http://phylomedb.bioinfo.ipf.es
7. Hemos desarrollado ETE (Environment for Tree Exploration), un paquete
de herramientas bioinformátias que, además de permitir el manejo y visual-
izaión de árboles logenétios, implementa los algoritmos de análisis empleados
en esta tesis y un módulo de aeso a la base de datos phylomeDB.
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